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As Alexander Rossi rounded the final turn
of the 200th lap in the 100th running of the
Indianapolis 500 on Sunday, his number 98
Andretti Herta car coughed and wheezed before
crossing the finish line and slowing to a stop.
Patiently, the 24-year-old American waited
for roadside assistance, emerging only briefly
to stretch his arms in victory. After a safety
crew attached a rope to his Honda-powered
machine, Rossi got a tow the rest of the
way to Victory Circle, where a cool bottle of
celebratory milk awaited one of the race’s
most unexpected champions.

Last year Rossi watched the Indy 500
from a burger bistro in Monte Carlo called
Stars’N’Bars. He was there for the Monaco
Grand Prix, employed by Manor—a small
Formula 1 team struggling to compete with
much richer rivals. Rossi was what’s known as
a “reserve driver,” which, he quickly pointed
out after topping Indy’s 33-car field, required
only that he “sit around and pretend to look
important.” The most driving he did was “to
the track in a road car.”

A real opportunity to hot lap didn’t come
for seven more Grands Prix, in Singapore in
September; there Rossi finished 14th—or a
spot higher than his teammate, which was
really the only way Rossi could measure
himself, given Manor’s technical limitations
against the field. Three races later, during

PHOTOGRAPH BY
FRED VUICH

BACK HOME AGAIN
Pole sitter James Hinchcliffe led the field
of 33 across the start in front of a sellout
crowd of 350,000, on hand for history.

An American Rookie
Takes the 100th
BY A NDRE W L AW RENCE

Indianapolis 500
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the tail end of Hurricane Patricia, Rossi ran
in the United States Grand Prix. It was a
momentous occasion—not just because Rossi
would zoom to his best F1 result (12th), but
also because his start marked the first by an
American on home soil in eight years. For Rossi
it was the realization of a dream that he’d had
since he was a 10-year-old karter in Northern
California—a dream that he moved to Europe at
age 16 expressly to pursue. “He’s had to battle
against an awful lot of drivers to get where he
is,” Manor sporting director Graeme Lowdon
said during last year’s USGP. “Just getting here,
into a position where he can show what he can
do, is a pretty big achievement.”

Despite finishing an average of 2.4 positions
better than he started through five races, Rossi
had a brief F1 stay. While he was making history
in Austin, Manor was falling apart: Lowdon
announced his resignation after the race.

Around that time, IndyCar owner Bryan
Herta was running into problems fund-raising
for the 2016 season. When it became clear
that he wouldn’t have enough dough to go
racing alone, Herta, a former open-wheel star,
approached his old boss Michael Andretti
about a partnership. Andretti was game to
try but adamant about building their joint
venture around Rossi. “I didn’t know how good
he was,” Herta says. “But he impressed me
right from the first test. He’s very confident
but not in an arrogant way. He puts the work
in behind the scenes.”

Still, until three months ago, Rossi had
scant experience on an oval course. He had
never raced on one until April’s IndyCar
event, held on Phoenix’s one-mile layout. His
result there—14th, after starting in the same
position—was some indication that Rossi

PHOTOGRAPHS BY
JONATHAN FERREY/GETTY IMAGES (2);
FRED VUICH (TOP RIGHT)

STANDIN’ ON IT
Fans were on their feet all day for a race that
saw a near record 54 lead changes, capped
by Rossi (98) working his way to the front.
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could hold his own. But Indy’s 21⁄2-mile oval
is a bigger, hairier beast, as much a test of
patience as of pace.

Immediately, Rossi proved up to the
challenge, logging brisk practice laps on the
way to qualifying 11th. On race day, after a
steady climb to ninth, he ran into a fueling
issue during a yellow-flag pit stop on Lap 98
and sank to 30th. To regain track position,
Herta, Rossi’s race strategist, left Rossi out
while the leaders pitted, which got him up
to second and then into first for nine laps.
Herta called for two more stops—on Lap 138
and another on Lap 164 (with the leaders).
On that stop Herta told him to make it go the
distance. Rossi’s reply: Are you serious?

Herta’s gamble got Rossi into the top 10.
To help it pay off, Rossi switched to eco
mode, feathering the throttle, coasting in
neutral and drafting other cars. By Lap 197
he was on fumes but back in the lead, and
with just enough cushion to hold off Andretti
teammate Carlos Muñoz. When Rossi swept
past the checkered flag, he was traveling at
179.784 mph—or 45.504 mph slower than his
fastest lap of the day.

The victory effectively makes Rossi a lock for
IndyCar Rookie of the Year. Whether it marks
him as a future championship contender is
less clear. Even while taking a large measure
of satisfaction in showing the lads across the
pond that he is indeed ace material, Rossi was
careful not to gloat too much and possibly
complicate an F1 return. Certainly, he would
have to be considered a strong candidate
for a future seat on the American team
newly launched by NASCAR owner Gene Haas.
After Indy, though, Rossi was in no mood to
speculate on his future. This magic moment
had left him too gassed up for that. ±

PHOTOGRAPH BY
JONATHAN FERREY/GETTY IMAGES

MILKING THE MOMENT
Rossi, who a year ago watched Indy on TV
from Monaco, seized his chance this year,
becoming the first rookie winner since 2001.
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TUNE IN

     SUGAR RAY LEONARD
The 1976 Olympic gold medalist, who also
won world titles in five weight divisions as
a professional, gives his take on a proposal
that would allow professional boxers to
compete in the Olympics.

MAGGIE GRAY: Are you
in favor of pro boxers
fighting in the Olympics?
SUGAR RAY LEONARD:
I’m totally against it.
Professionals are what
they are and what they
have been for many,
many years. I don’t
understand what they
are trying to do here.
Professional means
professional. Amateur
means amateur. They
should not be fighting
against one another.
MG: Which do you
think is going to be

MG: If this were the
rule when you were a
professional, would
you have gone back to
compete in the Olympics,
for another gold medal?
SRL: I wouldn’t have
even considered going
back to the Olympics.
I won my gold medal
when I was 20 years
old, as an amateur. As
a professional I would
not have attempted
to fight an amateur
and ruin that type of
experience for him.
MG: What about those
who say professional
fighters will bring a
lot more attention to
Olympic boxing?
SRL: That’s not a
real argument. It’s
not necessarily true,
and I don’t really
think that is going
to be the case. ±

impacted the most by
this, Olympic boxing or
the amateur fighters?
SRL: I would say it’s the
amateur fighter who
is going to be affected
most. And then the
audience, the fans. How
do they distinguish
between an amateur
and a professional? Is
the amateur ready to
fight a professional? The
biggest tournament in
the world for amateurs
is the Olympics,
and they should not
mess with that.

EPISODE: MAY 23

SI baseball writer Jay
Jaffe discusses how
Noah Syndergaard
became the Mets’ ace

EPISODE: MAY 24

NHL Network analyst
Billy Jaffe breaks down
the Penguins’ decision to
start Matt Murray in goal

EPISODE: MAY 25

The MMQB’s Peter King
talks about the NFL’s
attempt to influence
a CTE study

EPISODE: MAY 26

Liberty center Tina
Charles says she doesn’t
want the WNBA to lower
the rim for its games
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For more of Leonard’s
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“The biggest
tournament in
the world for
amateurs is
the Olympics.
They should not
mess with that.”

—Sugar Ray Leonard
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Your photography
and art departments
did a great job
retrofitting old SI
Indy 500 covers
with current drivers
(LEADING OFF). When
I compared those
with this week’s
Draymond Green
cover—with its giant
fonts, in-your-face
quotes and plugs for
your online entities—I
realized exactly
why those covers
were, as you wrote,
“iconic.” Sometimes
less is more.

Rob Lipsey
Brownsburg, Ind.

POINT AFTER
I have one add to
Steve Rushin’s
column on the
rights—or lack
thereof—of the
sports ticket holder:
Holder agrees to
a college football
kickoff time of
“TBA” and to remain
on standby for
Lord Television to
announce said time
at Lord Television’s
discretion, which
may or may not be
the same week of
said game.

Dave Stevenson
Houston

y bout Green all you want,
I h gh l d g the comment about his

“p g S p h deo of himself driving
1 8 l p h ” s irresponsible. Anything
h f h ges illegal and reckless

h b h h heel, putting other drivers
a k j sary in a profile.

Emily Kaplan’s story on new Redskins
cornerback Josh Norman (Mr. Franchise)
showed the very thin line between
loyalty and business in professional
sports. While Norman clearly wanted
to stay in Carolina, you could tell he
was slowly warming to the idea of
being his own man. The fact that he
was recognized in Washington for the
first time, while in the bathroom of
the National Museum of the American
Indian, was a nice detail.
Gerald Kelley, Raleigh

Looking at what
it would take to
shatter records
in other sports by
40%, as Stephen
Curry did with
three-pointers
this season, I
was astonished
(SCORECARD)—it’s
hard to imagine
102 home runs
in a season. But
consider that in
1920, Babe Ruth
broke that record
(like Curry’s, his
own), going from
29 to 54, an
increase of 86%.
Marty Post Hobe Sound, Fla.

’s article on Draymond
Green ( iller), who has become

tional engine. The
attle an opponent may

y here are no buddies
court. As Kobe Bryant

y a rare breed.

MaMartrty y PoPostst, , HoHobebe S S
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Glorify the craziness ab
but I thought including
“posting a Snapchat vid
118 miles per hour” was
that further encourage
behavior behind the wh
at risk, is just unneces
Greg D. Rowe, Centreville, Va.

I loved Lee Jenkins
Green (The Giant Ki
the Warriors’ emo
things he does to ra
seem cocky, but th
on the basketball c
said, Draymond is a
Mark Brown, Biloxi, Miss.
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Epic Fail
Baylor’s big dreams and big talk about doing
it right have produced the latest infamous
example of the wrongs in college sports
BY S .L .  PR ICE

THE BREAKAGE in
Waco, Texas, is so

total these days—sexual-
assault victims forever
scarred, football coach Art
Briles fired, school president
Ken Starr stripped of his
post, alums and faculty and
students steeped in
yet another humiliating
crisis—that it seems cruel
to recall that there had once
been a Baylor Moment.
A time when the Baptist
university won big and tried
to behave, well, Christian.
And though you could
sense, even then, a lean
toward the ethical edge, all
in charge seemed ballasted
by a healthy dose of fear.

Lord, they had reason.
Baylor’s 1986 and ’94
bids at building a top-tier
sports program resulted in

NCAA probation. The 2003
murder of Baylor basketball
player Patrick Dennehy by
teammate Carlton Dotson
revealed a program so
morally bankrupt that
its mere mention ended
any national discussion
about corruption in college
sports. Indeed, by the time
Baylor’s moment came in
early 2012—the fruition of
a $600 million, decadelong
plan to become a first-class
academic and athletic
force, and faith-based—the
idea of such a mission had
become almost laughable
anywhere else.

After all, two stalwarts
of the “We Do It the
Right Way” ideal—North
Carolina and Penn State—
were suffering through
corrosive academic and

child-m ,
respect y g r
today. S y
preside e
was pay g .

“We o e
increas g y g d
I’m speaking for myself,”
Starr said in January 2012.
“It should be scary to all
of us. It does show the
paramount national focus
on sports, that front-porch
dimension, so if something
bad has happened on the
front porch, everyone will
know about it. So it is this
intense vigilance. We are
continually focusing on risk-
management, and obviously
athletics is one of those
areas that you just have to
be extremely conscious of
and focused on.

“Having said that, I

have great confidence in
Ian McCaw, our AD, who
cares deeply about doing it
the right way. But I’ve got
to do my job, and not just
worry about fund-raising
or alumni relations and
peace among the faculty
and interacting with the
student body. I do need
to be focused on what’s
happened with respect to
this highly regulated arena
of college athletics.”

Starr’s words came amid
a distracting 11-week patch
from November 2011 to
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molestation scandals,
tively, that linger
Still, Baylor’s
ent insisted that he
aying heed.

have to be
singly vigilant—and
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January ’12, during which
quarterback Robert
Griffin III won the Heisman
Trophy; the athletic
program polished off its
best cumulative semester
in the classroom up to that
point (3.17 GPA); and the
football and men’s and
women’s basketball teams
combined to go 40–0.
Everyone on campus was
giddy; McCaw told the
faithful that Baylor’s role
“was to glorify God through
athletics.” And considering
the pillar of rectitude in

charge, a former judge
who’d investigated
President Bill Clinton in
the ’90s, nobody thought
the good feeling could fade
anytime soon.

The afterglow lasted three
months. On April 11, eight
days after the undefeated
women’s basketball
team won the national
championship, both the
men’s and women’s hoops
programs were hit with
three years of probation for
recruiting violations. Four
days later Baylor defensive
end Tevin Elliott sexually
assaulted a Baylor freshman,
Jasmin Hernandez.
(In 2014, after a trial at
which two other women
testified that he assaulted
them too, Elliott was
convicted and sentenced to
20 years in prison.)

Since Baylor had no
Title IX coordinator at the
time, sexual assault cases
were handled by chief
judicial officer Bethany
McCraw. According to a
negligence lawsuit filed
against Baylor by Hernandez
in federal court in March,
McCraw told a student
alleging a previous assault
by Elliott that the school
could do nothing unless
the court convicted him.
The suit also alleged that
two days after Hernandez’s
assault, her mother asked
the university’s counseling
center if they could see
her daughter. The center,
according to the suit, said it
was too busy. The suit also
charges that the victim’s
parents sought to inform

Briles of the attack and
he never returned their
calls. (“We provide interi
remedies to support stud s
who report sexual assault
during the investigation
and take immediate
disciplinary action against
students who are found
responsible for acts of
interpersonal violence,”
Baylor said in a statement.)

Such callousness was
part of a pattern, according
to the devastating report
released on May 26 by
the Philadelphia law firm
Pepper Hamilton. In a
13-page summary of its
independent, Baylor-
commissioned inquiry,
Pepper Hamilton outlined
“failures at every level of
Baylor’s administration”; a
variation of the word fail is
used 22 times in the first five
pages. Despite a Department
of Education warning letter
to all schools in 2011 and
the federal reauthorization
of The Violence Against
Women Act in 2013,
Pepper Hamilton found
repeated instances—from
2012 to ’15—of “actions by
University administrators
that directly discouraged
complainants from
reporting” crimes, and “in
one instance, those actions
constituted retaliation
against a complainant for
reporting sexual assault.”

In that time, at least
four Baylor players were
involved in violent acts
against women. Defensive
end Shawn Oakman was
accused of assaulting his
girlfriend in 2013. In Apr l
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ears since the

Yankees won
a nine-inning
game in which

ey had only
one hit until

y en they beat
the Rays 2–1 on a two-
run, seventh-inning home
run by Starlin Castro.
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Age, in years and days,
of Christian Pulisic, who
became the youngest
player to score for the
U.S. men’s national
soccer team, during
a 4–0 victory over
Bolivia last Saturday
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Bolivia last Saturday.

Times in NCAA
history that the
same two schools
met for both
the men’s and
women’s lacrosse
championships.

North Carolina defeated
Maryland 13–7 in the
women’s final on Sunday,
and the Tar Heel men
beat the Terrapins 14–13,
in overtime, on Monday.
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WINNING UGLY
Briles went 65–37

in eight years in
Waco but seemed

to sense the moral
price of success.



BOOKS

the school’s all-time sacks
leader was arrested for
sexual assault, in Waco.
(No charges were filed in
the first case; he is out on
bond in the second.) In
June 2013 defensive end
Sam Ukwuachu transferred
to Baylor after he had been
kicked off the team at Boise
State for a violation of team
rules. After Ukwuachu
was accused of sexually
assaulting a freshman
soccer player at Baylor in
October 2013, a Baylor
investigation didn’t find
enough evidence “to move
forward,” according to
McCraw’s testimony at
trial. At the same trial,
his girlfriend from Boise
also testified that he had
struck and choked her. In
August 2015, Ukwuachu
was convicted of second
degree sexual assault
and sentenced to 180
days in jail, 10 years of
probation and 400 hours of
community service.

Starr called the
Ukwuachu case an
“unspeakable tragedy.”
Pepper Hamilton described

Baylor’s troubles differently,
criticizing the school and its
football staffers for “victim-
blaming,” and the overriding
sense that winning was
more important than justice.
“Leadership challenges
and communications issues
hindered enforcement of
rules and policies,” the
report reads, “and created
a cultural perception
that football was above
the rules.”

And there—once again—it
is: the problem everyone
sees on campus after
campus but nobody is able
to stop. Looking back on the
Baylor Moment, it seems
odd to realize that today’s
villain was the only one who
sensed the unholy mess
that the school had gotten
itself into. One morning in
early 2012, Briles nodded in
the direction of the Brazos
River, where a $250 million

stadium would rise with
45,000 seats to fill. “The
most attractive collegiate
stadium in America,” he
predicted. “To stay at this
level that’s what you got to
do. Because college football
today? It’s an arm’s race.”

Last week Richard Willis,
chair of Baylor’s board
of regents, expressed the
requisite shock and outrage
over the crimes and the
administration’s culpability,
but said nothing about the
warping ambition that led to
both. So Starr lost his good
name and his presidency,
if not his chancellorship.
So McCaw was suspended.
So Briles was justifiably
fired, but soon another
coach will come and say the
right things about grades
and glorifying God and
winning clean. There will be
vigilance. Ruin awaits. ±

Today We Die a Little!
Richard Askwith
Richly detailed
account of Czech track
legend and political
gadfly Emil Zátopek—
inspirational if
not quite inspired.
#Helsinki

Players
Matthew Futterman
A history of modern
sports and the
athletes’ rise from
employee to millionaire
power broker, from
Arnold Palmer to
Sonny Vaccaro. #IMG

Late to the Ball
Gerald Marzorati
The topic is tennis,
the subject mortality.
A thoughtful and
poignant take on
the fight to hit a few
winners before the
match runs out. #slam

American Huckster
Mary Papenfuss &
Teri Thompson
There’s no mystery in this
sharp, timely takedown
of soccer scammer
Chuck Blazer, but there’s
gall, guile—and gotcha—
to spare. #Fifa!
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“We have to be increasingly vigilant—and
I’m speaking for myself,” Starr said in

2012. “It should be scary to all of us.”

FOCAL POINTS
Oakman (far left)
and other athletes
accused of crimes
escaped Starr’s focus
on “risk management.”



haveKINDLEwillTRAVEL
CUSCO, PERU HIRAM BINGHAM, INCA LAND @ AMAZONKINDLE









I y D A N PAT R I CK

DAN PATRICK: Do yo
look back and say, “I
I had only done this,
I’d still be employed?
FRANK VOGEL: I
think if we had won
Game 7 [against the
Raptors in the first
round], I’d probably
with the Pacers. I li
potential matchups g t
some of the other te ,
but you really can’t 
guess things like th
You do the best job t
you can, and you le
chips fall where they y
DP: Everybody wants
copy what the great s
are doing. Do you th k
you have to change y r
style of coaching bec
of Golden State’s suc
FV: Your team’s iden
style is predicated o
strengths and weak
the roster. You can’t g
and be Golden State
you don’t have Gold
personnel. That doe t
mean that you can’t
some of the ways th y
play—their quick-strike
offense, how they space or
their switching flexibility—
and apply it to your team.
DP: Are management’s
expectations in Orlando a
little lower than in Indiana?
FV: I don’t know. I think
the expectations are higher
this coming season than
they’ve been. I want them
that way. I want our guys

believing we’re
going to be a playoff

am next year and
hat we’re going to
ild something.
ieve I can give
 this team.
did you sell

g ] Orlando
y ds?

daughters who
12. They’re very

oo ndiana with a lot of
hey’re upset about

g eave. My thing is,
to leave Indiana
were so happy, let’s

g d place to continue
y ball journey and a

g p e for the family. And
e world of Disney

g nd the corner is
y appealing, plus

weather. I think
y going to love it.

f y were coaching in the
ich team would you
oid, Golden State,
City or Cleveland?

FV: nally I’d avoid
L J mes. I haven’t had
a ccess against him.
DP: Tougher to defend,
Steph Curry or LeBron?
FV: It’s a tie.
DP: Oh, c’mon, Coach.
FV: I don’t have to pick
sides. I have to play against
both of those guys.
DP: But you face LeBron
more than Curry.
FV: True, but the night I play
Steph I don’t want him to
think about who I chose. ±

FRANK VOGEL

MAGIC
MOMENT
Two weeks after his
contract was not renewed
by Indiana, the 42-year-
old coach signed a
four-year, $22 million deal
with Orlando, where the
weather is warmer but
the seat isn’t quite as hot.

Hall of
Fame
guard and
Warriors

consultant Jerry West
thinks comparing
Steph Curry with
Pete Maravich is
a mistake. “Pete
could not shoot the
ball like [Curry],
period,” West said.
“He simply could not.
[Curry] is probably
the premier shooter

I’ve ever
seen in
my life.”
. . . NBC’s

Al Michaels told me
he’s not worried
about the negative
story lines coming
out of Rio. “Every
Olympics there’s
always something,
no matter the city,”
Michaels said. “And
every Olympics we
still get it going,
and the world pays
attention.” . . .
Entertainment
Tonight’s Kevin Frazier
notes that many in

Tinseltown
aren’t too
familiar
with

LeBron James:
“I love watching
people in Hollywood
who don’t follow
sports. They [say]
things like, ‘This
guy LeBron is really
funny, but wow,
he’s really big.’ ”
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NASCAR HAS A
woman problem. Beyond

enormously popular driver
Danica Patrick, Xfinity series
team co-owner Kelley Earnhardt
Miller and International
Speedway Corp. chief Lesa
France Kennedy, the league has
a poor track record of female
participation relative to other
racing circuits, such as IndyCar
(a proving ground for a long line
of gender pioneers, including
Danica) and Formula 1 (for which
women work as engineers and, in
a couple of cases, run teams).

Keeping up shouldn’t be so
hard for NASCAR, in which
competition is largely driven by
technology rather than physical
size or strength. Welcoming
more women into the sport
could goose fan interest—and
with TV ratings down and
tracks across the country
removing seats, NASCAR could
use the boost. Also, why should
only stick-and-ball pioneers
like Becky Hammon (a former
WNBA All-Star who joined
the Spurs two years ago as an
assistant) and Jennie Finch
(the Olympic softball player
who last weekend became the
first woman to manage a minor
league baseball team) get to mix
it up with the boys?

In a recent SI Now interview
Patrick expressed hope
that NASCAR’s culture will
incorporate more women but
cautioned that it will take time.
“I always think of it like, If it
takes 100 men to come through
to find one that’s good and can

do the job, if you have to wait
for 100 women to come through,
that just takes a while.”

There is a way that NASCAR
can build critical mass other
than by putting women in the
driver’s seat. And that’s by
enlisting them for pit crews. For
years the job went exclusively
to men with mechanical
backgrounds. But as the sport
has gotten faster, pitting has
become more specialized.

Increasingly, in-race stops are
being handled by former college
athletes who once couldn’t
change a tire on their own
car, much less two in around
13 seconds. While the various
pit specialties, many of which
involve a lot of heavy lifting,
suit the burly football types,
there’s one position on the crew
in which a woman could really
shine: tire changer. Two women,
Nicole Addison and Christmas
Abbott, have already proved
they can do it. Abbott, a well-
known CrossFit guru, says, “I
didn’t have any credibility as an

athlete until I went to NASCAR.”
NASCAR hasn’t had to look

hard to find women willing to
follow Addison and Abbott’s
example. Phil Horton, a self-
styled “pit crew coach,” travels
to colleges across the country to
recruit and work out potential
crew members for a lower
series team called Rev Racing,
the main shop for NASCAR’s
diversity effort. Female student-
athletes have approached him
so often over the years that he
scouts them now too.

The women Horton tends
to accept have the exceptional
hand-eye coordination
necessary to getting a tire and
five lug nuts off and back on
in a matter of seconds. His
favorites are basketball players,
softball standouts and track
and field stars. He invited six
such women to the Rev Racing
shop in Concord, N.C., for a
national combine last week,
along with 12 men. What’s
more, all 18 were minorities—
which addresses another
glaring participation void in
NASCAR. If the 2-to-1 male to
female ratio seems intimidating,
know that all of those women
had beaten out men to land
their invitations.

The hope is that these
women will become good
enough to change tires for the
pros in about three years and,
perhaps, go on to explore other
opportunities within the sport.
In the short term, of course,
this still leaves the sport with a
woman problem—but one that
could be solved down the road if
NASCAR stays the course. ±

The Case for . . .

Women in
The Pits
BY A NDRE W L AW RENCE
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By
bringing
female

athletes
into

racing
in roles
beyond
that of
driver,

NASCAR
could
boost

diversity
and fan
interest.

SCORECARD

CHRISTMAS PRESENCE
A star in the world of
Cross-Fit, Abbott fit
right in with the guys
on her NASCAR crew.



EVERYTHING WE LEARN 
MAKING TIRES FOR DALE JR. 
INSPIRES WHAT WE ROLL INTO YOURS.
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AUDIENCE
Despite Toronto’s
best efforts, Irving
put up 30 points in
a 113–87 Game 6
win north of
the border that
clinched another
trip to the Finals.
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IF THIS IS indeed LeBron
James’s moment—when he adds
an NBA title with the Cavaliers
to his two with the Heat, making
Cleveland forget all of its sports
misery forever, or at least until
the next Browns game—then
how would we know?

We could look at James, who
has regained the explosiveness of his early years, making him
the league’s most athletic cagey veteran. We could examine
the cast around him. Power forward Kevin Love finally seems
comfortable as a Cav, and point guard Kyrie Irving is put-
ting up postseason numbers that would make Golden State’s
Splash Brothers proud: 24.3 points per game, 48% shooting
from the field, 45.6% from three.

Or we could look in the stands for general manager David
Griffin. A year ago we might not have found him. The Cavaliers
filled Griffin with the angst of a thousand teenagers, and he
couldn’t take it. He would leave his seat behind the basket at
Quicken Loans Arena and dart into his office next to the locker
room. Or, on the road, Griffin would go from his spot behind
the visitors’ bench to the empty locker room and watch on TV.

It wasn’t the losing that got him. The 2014–15 Cavs did not
lose much—they went 53–29 and made it to the Finals—and
anyway, Griffin believes there is value in losing. “It would drive
me crazy to watch us not buy into each other,” Griffin says.
“You can fail at moments in our league and improve. I didn’t
want to see us give away opportunities to get better. That was
far more troublesome to me than just not winning the game.”

His disappearances were so predictable that one of his front-
office colleagues, Raja Bell, would see the Cavs disintegrating
on the court and tease his boss: Time to get up, Griff. A few
times during last year’s playoffs Griffin ended up watching the
action on TV with Irving, whose postseason ended in Game 1 of
the Finals. With the point guard out with an injured left knee,
Cleveland’s opportunity to win the 2015 championship vanished.
But its chance to win the 2016 championship started to bloom.

Last June the Cavs almost became the first Finals team to
hold open tryouts. Irving was out. Love was out with a separated
left shoulder, suffered in a first-round win over the Celtics.
LeBron was all in, but with reserves such as point guard Mat-
thew Dellavedova forced to play starring roles, Cleveland was
not going to beat the Warriors.

Griffin says James “probably knew we weren’t good enough,
but he thought we were going to overcome it because we were so

committed.” That commitment had come and gone all season,
like a cellphone signal in a parking garage. And yet, in the Finals,
Irving saw the undermanned Cavs chase every rebound and
power through every screen—and a far more talented Golden
State team match that intensity and win in six games.

“Kyrie began to gain an appreciation for how difficult it is
to be good,” says the 46-year-old Griffin. “His time away from
actually playing helped him understand the things he needed
to do better. It made him realize the effort it takes.”

Cleveland is heading back to the Finals—healthy, fully loaded
and focused. Griffin stays in his seat now. The Cavaliers might
not win, but at least they understand.

I
N HIS 13th season, James is such an overwhelming force,
both as a player and a topic of conversation, that we
tend to view everything Cleveland does as a referendum
on him. Is he happy? Is he relying on his teammates too

much? Or not enough? Is he undermining his coach? Why did he
un-follow the Cavs on Twitter? Why wasn’t his inbounds pass more
energetic? Michael Jordan never threw an inbounds pass like that!

But the 31-year-old James is also the league’s most proven
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CANADIAN CLUBBED
Irving’s Game 4 struggles were forgotten

after Game 5, in which James (near
right) spearheaded the biggest playoff
win in Cavs history, a 116–78 laugher.

IRVING WAS NO LONGER THE TEAM'S BIGGEST STAR.



player. Irving is only 24, and while he is in his fifth season as
a pro, he is in just his second at LeBron University.

Two summers ago Irving; his father, Drederick; and his
agent Jeff Wechsler met with the Cavs in a private room at an
Italian restaurant in New York City to discuss a maximum-
salary contract extension. Irving was an irresistible talent but
an incomplete player: He would score 30 points, give up 25, and
see his team lose. That is what young NBA stars do.

At dinner, the name “LeBron James” was never mentioned.
(“Not one time,” Griffin says.) The Cavaliers were planning
on making a free-agency run at James but didn’t think they
would land him. They had missed the playoffs for four straight
seasons. Griffin privately believed the best-case scenario was
that James would sign a two-year extension in Miami, with
an opt-out after one year, giving the Cavs a season to improve
as an enticement for James to come home.

When James chose Cleveland, Irving’s role changed. It
was as if the Cavs stopped asking Irving simply to put food
on the table and started asking him to help cook a gourmet
meal. As Griffin says, “For the first time, he really had to
learn what it took to be successful. He had never been in a

situation where the expectation was excellence every day.
Even at Duke, he only played 11 games.”

Suddenly, Irving was no longer his team’s biggest star—and
a month later, after Griffin traded for Kevin Love, he wasn’t
even a clear No. 2. Irving would never be the city’s savior.
He would not even lead the team in scoring. “It’s a very big
adjustment [from] always being the best player on your team,
coming up since he was a kid,” says coach Tyronn Lue, who
was an assistant that first year.

James publicly groused about the Cavs’ culture and commit-
ment to winning, and it was easy to interpret those as shots at

Irving. James did not have time to ride Irving’s learning curve.
Fans saw James-Irving-Love as the Cleveland version of

James–Dwyane Wade–Chris Bosh, but insiders knew better.
Forward James Jones, who played with James all four years
in Miami and both in Cleveland, says, “Those are two totally
different teams, two totally different styles, two totally differ-
ent makeups, two totally different skill sets. So trying to find
similarities with them is really just a futile exercise.”

When the Heat formed their superteam, Wade had already
won a championship in South Beach and Bosh had been to the
playoffs twice with the Raptors. Love and Irving had never
played in the postseason. Irving had to learn to be a winner
and a secondary option in one season. “It just all happened so
fast,” Lue says. “I don’t think he had a chance to really sit back
and reflect on it until after the season last year.”

Irving is one of the best finishers in the NBA—once he gets
past the foul line, rims might as well surrender. But he is not
a great offense-starter. When he crosses half-court he does not
whip the pieces together quickly, like Chris Paul. He sometimes
dribbles slowly in place, as though he is trying to choose from
17 different ways to embarrass the man guarding him.V
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HE WOULD NEVER BE THE CITY'S SAVIOR. HE WOULD NOT EVEN LEAD THE TEAM IN SCORING.



That gave Cleveland hope after James left, but it was frustrat-
ing after James returned. The Cavs wanted Irving to push the
tempo, but he was reluctant to do it.

James and Love are such gifted scorers, it was easy to won-
der why Irving could not simply become a pass-first point
guard. But that’s like looking at the 6' 8", 250-pound James
and wondering why he doesn’t play football. At some point,
you are who you are; the only adjustments you can make are
small. But they are critical.

T
HE CAVS began this season 30–11, but, Griffin says,
“we were nowhere near that good.” They had coasted
on talent and one of the league’s easiest schedules.
The Warriors were chasing history, the Spurs were

chasing the Warriors and the Cavs were chasing their tails.
“When things got difficult in a game, we would start to

fracture a little bit,” Griffin says. “We would start to try to do
everything ourselves. You still see us fall prey to it once in a
while—bouts of [isolation] ball, walking the ball up the court:
your turn, my turn. We did that an awful lot early on.”

Griffin fired coach David Blatt on Jan. 22 even though Cleve-
land had the East’s best record. Predictably, people focused on
the canning of a successful coach and wondered whether James
had orchestrated it. They should have focused on Lue, who has
brought the team together, and on Irving, who benefited the
most from the change.

Lue understood Irving’s challenge. Almost two decades ago,
as a quick little junior point guard for Nebraska, he scored

21.2 points per game. He left for the NBA, where nobody wanted
him to score 21 points per game. He averaged 17.1 field goal
attempts in his last season at Nebraska; he would not take
17 shots in any NBA game until late in his sixth season.

To survive in the league, Lue had to become a complemen-
tary player. But “I couldn’t come off [a screen] and look for the
pass,” he says. Lue had to maintain the skills that got him to
the league while adapting to the superior talent around him.
Irving’s adjustment is not as severe as Lue’s was—he is a far
better player—but there are similarities. “Jason Kidd, [Rajon]
Rondo, that’s not who Kyrie is,” Lue says. “That’s not going to
happen. Kyrie’s passing ability comes off his aggressiveness.
If he looks to pass [first], that takes away his aggressiveness,
and that’s not who he is. [When] he’s aggressive, looking to
score, that opens up his passing, a lot like I was in college.”

Lue has persuaded Irving to play faster, a necessity in today’s
NBA. It was something the organization wanted before, but
Irving was reluctant to change the style that had made him
an All-Star. The change has opened the floor for everybody.

“Offense for him was so easy in the half-court,” Griffin says.
“He would just pull out And1 mixtape moves and do whatever
he wanted to do. It took a while for him to realize playing faster
and playing with more energy is actually easier for him.” Irving
dished out just 4.7 assists per game, but Cleveland had the
league’s third-most-efficient offense.

Irving and the Cavs reverted to their old ball-stopping, tunnel-
vision mode for Games 3 and 4 of the Eastern Conference
finals against the Raptors, the only two times in the playoffs
they scored under 100 points—and their only two losses. In
Games 5 and 6, Irving scored 53 points and led the Cavs to
blowout wins. When James calls him “a young superstar,” it’s
not hyperbole or wishful thinking. It’s the truth.

After the Game 5 victory over Toronto, Irving referred to the
two defeats as “probably my first two legitimate road games
that I’ve experienced in my playoff career.” It wasn’t quite true,
but it was close. And it was a reminder of how much ground
he has had to traverse in just two years.

The career he signed up for at that Italian restaurant in New
York City disappeared two weeks later. He now has a piece of
something better. James joins Irving for postgame press confer-
ences, and when they sat down after Game 5, James answered
11 of the 13 questions, including one addressed “to both of you.”

There is no “both of you” in Cleveland. There is James
and there is everybody else. Irving will never be Cleveland’s
savior. But he may ride shotgun next to the savior at a
championship parade. ±
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TOUGH TWOSOME
Irving and James have been a scary
pairing; the Cavs are +14.1 points
per 100 possessions when they are
on the floor in the playoffs.

"IT TOOK A WHILE FOR HIM TO
REALIZE PLAYING FASTER AND
PLAYING WITH MORE ENERGY

IS ACTUALLY EASIER FOR HIM,"
GRIFFIN SAYS OF IRVING.







Let It
THE FACE of where baseball is
headed is bearded, although saying
Jose Bautista is bearded is like saying
the greens of Augusta National have

grass, the gated homes of the Hamptons have
hedges and the Grand Théâtre Lumière in Cannes
has a red carpet. The beard is both ominous and
meticulous, a description that also serves well for
the Blue Jays’ slugger behind it.

This is the changing face of baseball because
Bautista is a flamboyant player who flips conven-
tion as extravagantly as he does bats, a serial emoji
user who takes on Twitter trolls, a manager to a
cadre of p.r. agents, a student of baseball economics
who knows his value as an “asset” on the cusp of
free agency, a college graduate, an entrepreneur,
a philanthropist and antisteroid activist, and an
inveterate purveyor of blunt commentary, be it
applied to umpires, opponents or mass media. In
other words, Bautista does not play by the old rules.

Like Elvis Presley and his hips, Bautista and his
flips are symbolic of the threatening, discomfiting
nature of change. As MLB stumbles awkwardly from
status quo to a fresher beat—pace-of-game initia-
tives, the “Make Baseball Fun Again” campaign of
Nationals star Bryce Harper, shows of emotion on the
field, etc.—Bautista is smack in the middle of things.

MLB +
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HIS STYLE
PROVOKES STRONG
RESPONSES—
AND THE
OCCASIONAL
PUNCH—BUT JOSE
BAUTISTA WON’T
STOP SPEAKING
HIS MIND

Flip
BY TOM VERDUCCI

Photograph by
Brian Blanco/Getty Images



Told last week, for instance, that his mouth and mannerisms
get under the skin of some people, Bautista smiled insouciantly,
narrowed his dark eyes behind his dark beard and said, “I
don’t come to the yard to make friends, man.”

At that moment you got a glimpse of why Bautista’s is not
just the changing face of baseball but also the one Rangers
second baseman Rougned Odor slugged with a ferocious right
hand to his jaw on May 15. Given the shareable nature of the
event, it became a modern, even more aptly named version
of the Shot Heard ’Round the World.

“The way I try to look at it, I was playing baseball, and
everything I did that day was a baseball play,” Bautista said
last week in his first expansive comments on the incident since
the punch. “I wish I could say the same about everybody else
that was involved in what happened. . . .

“Was [Odor] out to play baseball that day? Maybe partly.
Part of me also thinks that he was looking for a fight.”

In social seismology terms, Bautista was in the middle of
the two biggest Richter-scale readings in baseball over the
past two years: his epic bat flip upon hitting a decisive home
run against Texas in Game 5 of the 2015 AL Division Series,
and his catching Odor’s fist flush in the face. Why him? The
answer is like Bautista: more complex than you might think.

S
OCKS.

Long before Bautista turned bat flips and hard
slides into baseball cultural battlegrounds, he did it
with hosiery. It was the spring of 2008, when Bau-

tista was a .240 hitter after four largely anonymous seasons
with the Pirates. He was 27 years old and had flashed some
signals of rebellion. As a kid in the Dominican Republic, he
was prone to fighting with friends over balls and strikes. In
’03, out of frustration, he busted his hand on a garbage-can
lid. Pittsburgh in ’08 was operating under new management,
with Neal Huntington as GM and John Russell as manager.
The club established a rule about socks: Players had to show
at least two inches. Bautista took the field wearing his pants
down to his shoe tops. With no hosiery visible, he was ordered
off the field into the clubhouse. Huntington met with him. The
next day a defiant Bautista took the field with his pants rolled
up to his knees, showing an entire lower leg of sock. He was
called into a second meeting with Huntington. It took a third
meeting before Bautista finally relented.

Within three weeks that August, the Pirates took away his
third base job, demoted him to the minors, then traded him
to Toronto for a player to be named later (who would turn
out to be backup catcher Robinzon Diaz, now playing in the
Mexican League).

“The whole spring training and those first four months were
just miserable for me, and I’m sure for them, too,” Bautista says.
“They read reports when they first took over and didn’t like
what they saw, and they had made up their mind on who I was
before they even had the chance to know me. Do I feel like I

was treated as fairly as I could
have been as an individual? No.
But at the same time, I’m not
complaining. Everybody has to
deal with adversity. I didn’t do
as good of a job as I could have
in that situation.”

J.P. Ricciardi, the Jays’ GM
at the time, pulled off what
turned out to be one of the

steals of the century. Since the trade Bautista has
hit more home runs (254) than any player in base-
ball except Albert Pujols and Miguel Cabrera. Since
2010, no one has hit more.

“Honestly, we never expected this,” Ricciardi said.
“We liked him and the pop in his bat. We thought
he was a good athlete who could fill in at different
positions. We looked at him like a Marco Scutaro.”

Bautista’s breakthrough began in September
2009. He entered the month with three home runs.
Manager Cito Gaston and coach Dwayne Murphy
encouraged him to abandon his defensive hitting
posture—he would let the ball travel and then push
it toward the opposite field—in favor of catching the
ball out front. To do so he would have to start his
swing earlier, deploying a leg kick as a trigger. One
day centerfielder Vernon Wells encouraged him to
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FLIGHT AND FIGHT
Bautista’s instantly iconic homer and megaflip in
the ALDS (above) made him a folk hero in Toronto
and the object of an Odor right in Texas (right).

“I don’t come to the yard

JOSE BAUTISTA



start “earlier than earlier.” The first time he tried
it, Bautista whistled a ball off the wall for a double.

“I never had that feeling on a baseball diamond
before,” he says.

He belted 10 more home runs that season and
54 the next season—which earned him a $64 mil-
lion, five-year contract—then 43 the year after that.
After hitting 59 home runs in his first six seasons
combined, Bautista suddenly hit 97 in his ages 29
and 30 seasons, more than every batter at that age
in baseball history except Sammy Sosa and David
Ortiz, two sluggers reported to have failed 2003
survey tests for performance-enhancing drugs.

Last May 13 in Arlington, Bautista spoke to youth
baseball players about the perils of steroid use on
behalf of the Taylor Hooton Foundation, an advocacy
group for playing drug-free. Bautista has served

three years as one of its 30 major
league volunteers.

“I talked to them for about 40 min-
utes,” he says, “telling them how I got
to where I am, and I had absolutely no
need for banned substances.”

Asked about the speculation he
faces because of his spike in power,
Bautista says, “It ’s unfair, but it
doesn’t bother me because I know
what I do. I’ve seen the comments on
[Cubs ace] Jake Arrieta and others,
and it’s a hundred percent unfair.”

Two days af ter that speaking
engagement, Bautista was hit by a
more literal haymaker.

B
AUTISTA GREW up in Santo
Domingo, in a middle-class
home where the importance
of education was stressed.

His father, Americo, an agricultural
engineer, and his mother, Sandra, an
accountant, sent him to private school,
where he learned to speak English; he
left to attend Chipola College in Florida,
and he became a 20th-round draft pick
by Pittsburgh in 2000. He has an in-
quisitive mind. “I’m always incentiv-
ized to learn things,” he says. He has a
habit of speaking in questions to which
he provides the answers.

“Would I like to be signed [already]?
Of course,” he says.

“He’s one of the hardest-working
guys I’ve been around,” says Toronto

manager John Gibbons. “Very dedicated and focused and dis-
ciplined as far as what he eats and stuff like that. Determined
to maximize what he has left.”

Bautista has 1.02 million Twitter followers. He follows 728,000
accounts. This spring he declined to discuss the bat flip with a
USA Today reporter in the clubhouse, pointing out, “I’ve got a
couple of more followers, I believe, than you and maybe all the
media in here combined, so I’ve got a bigger reach.” He says he
is active on social media because “a lot of people get their access
to us through mass media, which is always generalized. . . .
I’ve tried as much as I can to try to show the world who I am.”

When someone tweeted that “poor” Bautista would have
to see pictures of the Odor punch “every second of his life,”
Bautista tweeted back, “Aweeee so cute but dont worry, i
promise you im not poor,” followed by three winking emojis
with their tongues stuck out.

The epic bat flip was the perfect accelerant in the virtual
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world: shareable, brief, visual, dramatic, meme-provoking.
It was an apt display for these times, if not the century of
baseball that preceded it. Hall of Fame relief pitcher Goose
Gossage, for instance, called Bautista “a disgrace to the game.”

“That’s always going to be there. They’re purists,” Bautista
says of his critics. “And I get it. It’s hard to see the change in
your sport, and hard to accept and swallow sometimes. Do
you think Larry Bird cringes when he watches a game now
and sees alley-oops left and right and people draining threes
without setting plays and the way they play defense, especially
in the regular season? Probably. He’s like, Man, back in my
day it was different.

“But I don’t know why other sports are more accepting of
that change. Baseball is the only sport where people try to
hold on to the past and prevent that change from happening.

“I think most people understood that it was spur of the
moment, a natural reaction in a celebratory way to a big,
huge moment in a playoff game. I think most of the negative
backlash came from the losing part: the Texas region.”

It wasn’t until his final at bat in the last of Toronto’s seven
games against the Rangers this year that Bautista incurred
backlash on the field. Texas pitcher Matt Bush, a 30-year-old
prodigal rookie who was unsigned (and in prison on a charge
of DUI with serious bodily injury) during last year’s playoff
series, plunked Bautista in the ribs with a 97-mph fastball
leading off the eighth inning of a one-run game. Rangers man-
ager Jeff Banister, noting the score and his depleted bullpen,
said the pitch was an accident; Bush offered a “no comment.”

“A hundred percent it wasn’t [an accident],” Bautista says.
“To be quite honest, I don’t even think that Matt Bush wanted
to do it. I think he received orders, and that’s why my comment
after the game was questioning their leadership.

“I can’t hold that against Bush if somebody tells him to hit
me. He’s trying to establish himself. He’s following orders.
He probably gets sent down if he doesn’t.

“If somebody breaks somebody’s leg, the next time he comes
to the plate, the team wants to send a message: You purposely
hurt one of our players, we might do the same. But if I flip the
bat, how is that hurting anybody on their team? How is that
putting them at risk?”

A Rangers source, however, said the team was less bothered
by the bat flip than by what they see as Bautista’s grating style
of play, believing that he often doesn’t run out fly balls, shows
disgust if he pops up a pitch he thinks he should have crushed,
complains about strike calls and injects himself into any minor
dispute or incident. “Even if it’s something in the infield, he’ll
come in from the outfield,” the source says. “Basically he has an
opinion on everything about your team, but you’re not allowed
to give an opinion about him or his team.”

Says Blue Jays third baseman Josh Donaldson, “He’s defi-
nitely a guy who is focused and has his own ideas and thoughts
on things. When I first got here, I wanted to talk to him about

hitting, but he didn’t even
know I wanted to talk to
him. He was so focused on
what he had to do. Does he
rub some people the wrong
way? Yeah, but that’s be-
cause those people are in
one of two categories: One,
he’s hitting bombs off them,
or two, they’re not put-
ting up the numbers he’s
putting up.”

A f ter get t ing h it  by
Bush, Bautista decided
that if he had the chance,
he would gain retribu-
tion by sliding hard into a
Texas middle infielder. The
chance arrived on the next
ball in play, a grounder to
third baseman Adr ian

Beltre, who threw to Odor at second.
“I could have hit him,” Bautista says. “I could

have hurt him. I chose not to. My cleats were down.
I slid through the bag. Was it late? Yes, a hundred
percent. But what can I do after they hit me? Should
I ask my manager to let me pitch, which he is never
going to let me do? Like, what am I supposed to do?
Just sit there and take it?”

After Odor caught the feed from Beltre, he used a
low release point to whistle his relay throw to first
base just past Bautista’s head.
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“BASEBALL
IS THE
ONLY SPORT
WHERE
PEOPLE TRY
TO HOLD
ON TO THE
PAST AND
PREVENT
CHANGE,”
SAYS
BAUTISTA.

POWER LINES
Bautista has hit 238 home
runs since the start of the
2010 season, more than
any other player.



“I’ve been playing baseball for a long time,” Bau-
tista says. “I know exactly what he was trying to do
when he threw the ball. He tried a hundred percent
to hit me in the face. And it’s not the first time he’s
done it against me or some of my teammates. And
there’s video to prove that.”

Bautista says the potential danger of the relay
caused him to jump up and confront Odor. Bautista
brought his hands up but did not clench a fist. Odor
shoved him, then snapped that quick right.

“I didn’t hurt him. I had a hard slide,” Bautista
says. “At the same time, he did try to hit me [with
the throw]. Then he initiated, unilaterally, a fight—
with a push and a punch. It was all premeditated. I
mean, it’s not the first time he’s done it. The other
fight I saw he had in the minor leagues, it’s the
same M.O. Same push-and-punch. Did it catch me
by surprise? A hundred percent.

“I’ve never seen a baseball fight that develops like
that. There was no development. It was literally an
attack—which is O.K. . . . I didn’t swing. I didn’t push.
I was the pushee and the punchee, which is fine. I’m
a big boy. I can handle it, whatever. The world doesn’t
end tomorrow.”

Odor was suspended for eight games. It was re-
duced to seven games upon appeal. Bautista was
suspended for one.

Former Padres pitcher Daniel McCutchen posted
on Twitter, “On behalf of former and current @mlb
players I would like to thank @RougnedOdor for
that beautiful punch.” He deleted the tweet nine
minutes later, but he wasn’t alone in the sentiment.

Rangers broadcaster Tom Grieve, a former player and GM,
told KRLD-FM in Dallas, “From now on when everyone thinks
of Jose Bautista, they’re not going to think of a guy that hit
50 home runs. They’re going to think of a guy that picked a
fight with the wrong guy and got his brains beat out.” Grieve
added, “Bautista got exactly what he deserved.”

Told of those comments, Bautista said, “It’s extremely ir-
responsible journalism and broadcasting. . . . What are you
promoting when you’re saying those things? I would never
even have actions to promote anything as aggressive as that.
I don’t like to attack people. It’s just not in my nature. If I ever
get worked up, it’s always in reaction to something.”

B
AUTISTA TURNS 36 in October. He leads the league
in walks and is on pace for his fifth 30-homer season in
the past seven years. He will have to persuade the Blue
Jays—or another team in the free-agent market—that

he can defy baseball’s new actuarial tables as part of the first
generation of players who have been tested for PEDs throughout
their careers. In the seven seasons from 2002 through ’08, 13
players age 36 and older hit 30 or more home runs a combined
18 times. But in the seven seasons since then, only four have
done so a combined seven times.

Bautista wants nothing more than to remain in Toronto. “I
love the city,” he said. “I’d be stupid to leave.” As an original
investor and a board member of the Marucci Sports company,
president of the Bautista Family Education Fund and holder
of a general studies degree with a business concentration from
South Florida, Bautista recognizes that he is an asset to the
Blue Jays and their new president, Mark Shapiro.

“I will explore every single option, whether it happens or
not with the new regime, to continue to try to stay here,” he
says. “That being said, I think teams utilize that a lot against
players, [seeking] a discount or bargain price, and I think that’s
extremely unfair, especially to have your biggest contributors
on the field and try to take advantage of the fact that they like
it there and negotiate a tougher deal.

“Going back to being an asset, we generate revenue. How
much of that does a team want to share with a player? And
for a player like me, I’m also in a unique position where I
truly believe that’s not going to stop when I take the uniform
off. I see what happens with [retired Jays] Joe Carter, Roy
Halladay, Vernon Wells and Robbie Alomar. I don’t mean to
sound like I’m bragging, but I don’t think I’m in a different
position. I’m there in all the offensive record categories for
the team, and I like to think I’m one of those players who’s
not just intellectually but also baseball savvy and can bring
something to the table postcareer. Having all those things in
perspective, I just don’t see how our organization would not
see me as an attractive piece.”

Is his next contract, like most things Bautista, bound to be
complex? A hundred percent. ±
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wears the nickname honestly even though Glen
Murray, Thornton’s old right wing in Boston, who
with Bruins teammate Travis Green popularized
Jumbo Joe, says he had no idea of the link between
Thornton’s hometown and the world-renowned
pachyderm. Unlike the fate of the original Jumbo,
who would be reimagined into big-eared Dumbo
to the delight of 20th-century America’s youth,
“Jumbo Joe” was a happy accident.

“You know how in sports you’re always look-
ing for the right fit?” asks Murray, now a Kings
player-development coach. “How a guy fits on a
team, on a line, in a dressing room? Well, here’s
a nickname that just fit. His name was Joe. And
he was really big.”

The Stanley Cup window seemingly had
slammed shut on San Jose. In 2014 the Sharks
coughed up a 3–0 first-round series lead against
Los Angeles, leaving Thornton teary-eyed near the

bench—Mourning Joe—and then missed the play-
offs last spring after 10 straight appearances. Once
the hockey world sighed, shrugged and moved on
from its annual this-is-finally-San-Jose’s-year con-
jecturing, some sharp retooling—which included a
new coach in Peter DeBoer, a new goalie in Martin
Jones, a formidable winger in Joel Ward and the
steady hand of veteran free-agent defenseman
Paul Martin—pried it back open. Thornton, direct
and disarming, bopping to music on the bench
and kibitzing with young St. Louis fans during a
timeout in the conference finals, is the breath of
fresh air coming in that window.

“I laughed when I saw him on TV being inter-
viewed during that series without a shirt,” says
Scott Thornton, whose 941-game NHL career in-
cluded one season in San Jose with his first cousin,
who was traded there in 2005–06. (Bruins general
manager Mike O’Connell had signed Jumbo to a

AT ABOUT 9:30 on the
night of Sept. 15, 1885,
in the small southwest-

ern Ontario city of St. Thomas,
Jumbo the Elephant was being led
through the rail yards to his boxcar
after a performance with the Bar-
num, Bailey & Hutchinson Circus
when an unscheduled westbound
freight train hurtled down the
tracks and slammed Jumbo from
behind, dragging him 100 yards.
One hundred men were needed to
free the body of the nearly 12-foot
tall, 61⁄2-ton African elephant.
Ashes to ashes. Tusk to dust. The
tragic demise of the world’s first
four-legged superstar is marked
by a plaque that abuts the tracks,

some 200 yards northeast of the
old Northside Arena, where Joe
Thornton, the NHL’s Jumbo, played
youth hockey.

St. Thomas is where Thornton
grew up. And up. The Sharks cen-
ter stands 6' 4" and 220 pounds,
his imposing stature accentuated
this spring by a luxurious expanse
of beard that looks as if it were
modeled on a daguerreotype of a
Civil War general. (The Confeder-
acy’s John Bell Hood, to be precise.
You can look it up.) Thornton is not
the biggest player, physically or
metaphorically, in the Stanley Cup
finals; Penguins star Sidney Cros-
by has a chance to win the Cup
for a second time. Still Thornton

IN THE ROOM

BY MICHAEL FARBER
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three-year, $20 million contract in
August ’05 but ditched him three
months later, a classic case of buy-
er’s remorse.) “Joe’s the reason we
got bathrobes in San Jose. After
a game he’d be doing interviews
naked or he’d have a jock strap on,
innocent things for him, so they
went out and bought us official
San Jose Sharks bathrobes.”

Thornton’s march to the Pen-
guins does not represent a case
of revisionist history for a career
that has included a scoring title,
a Hart Trophy, an Olympic gold
medal and a World Cup. As he said
with a smile, but no guile, follow-
ing Game 3 against St. Louis, “I
know I’m a great player.” No, Jum-
bo’s image is simply being filtered
through a different membrane, one
that has distilled the bitter residue
of playoff failures—the pointless
seven-game series in 2004 against
Montreal when he played with torn
cartilage in his rib cage, that 2009
first-round stumble to Anaheim
after the Sharks won the Presi-
dents’ Trophy, those defeats in two
Western Conference finals—and
left only his virtuosity.

During these Western Confer-
ence finals Blues coach Ken Hitch-
cock praised Thornton as always
being “one of the guys with the
highest IQ in the league” and
called him easily Team Canada’s
best player in the 2004 World Cup.
Rather than being chided for his
generosity with the puck and
modest goal totals—he hasn’t
had a 30-plus-goal season since
’02–03 and had just three goals
in 18 games entering the finals—
Thornton has been larded with
praise for his assists, especially
one saucer pass behind the goal
line to Tomas Hertl in Game 3
against St. Louis, which even upon
repeated viewing, remains an opti-
cal illusion. “I don’t know how he
did that,” Crosby says. “He got it
over two sticks and still got the

puck down. And it was in San Jose,
too. The ice isn’t good there.” Two
games later Thornton had three
more assists while matched against
the Blues’ top defensive pair. (At
even strength in Game 5 the Sharks
had a 9–4 shot advantage when
Thornton was on the ice. When
he wasn’t, St. Louis had a 12–11
edge.) Thornton, who ranks 22nd
all time in assists per game, appar-
ently now rates as the best passer
in the Bay Area since Steve Young,
if not Joe Montana. Last Friday,
Team Canada, which did not take
Thornton to the 2014 Olympics,
added him to its World Cup roster
for September.

The script for Jumbo and the
Sharks, destiny’s erstwhile door-
mats, has been Disneyfied.

When Thornton skated in his first Stanley Cup
finals game on Monday, he already had played in
150 playoff matches. This is not a record. His team-
mate Patrick Marleau had played in 15 more without
a game in the ultimate round. But they both began
the week four wins away from a more exclusive
distinction, if not exactly an honor: Thornton and
Marleau could become only the second and third
players to win a Stanley Cup while still with the
team that stripped them of the captaincy. Marleau
was demoted in 2009, and Thornton, after the first-
round collapse in ’14, was busted by former San Jose
coach Todd McLellan and by the first captain of
the expansion Sharks, the man who has run the
organization for 13 years, GM Doug Wilson.

This is the elephant in the room.

HE HOCKEY alphabet starts with the
letter c. The captaincy is more than an
honorific. It is a totem worn on the jersey
just above the heart, a symbol of the

physical courage, channeled emotion and leader-
ship skills that are so prized in the game. While
NHL teams routinely have leadership groups of
as many as eight players, the captaincy is the tra-
dition that anchors hockey to its roots. As Rangers
president Glen Sather has said, awarding the letter
is “like knighting someone.” The B side of the c?
When the title is stripped, it is a public rebuke,
an allocation not merely of blame but an implied
moral failure.

“I know from guys who played with Joe that it
wasn’t a lack of leadership. The team was criticized
for playoff flops, but that wasn’t because he was
captain,” says Vincent Lecavalier, the only player
to have won with the same team after losing his
captaincy. After becoming the youngest captain in
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“ALL THE
QUALITIES

YOU ASK
FOR IN

A CAPTAIN,
HE SHOWED

THEM BY
STAYING,”

JOHN SAYS.

PUMP THE SHARK
The pass-happy Thornton (19)

has made a career-high
15 assists this postseason,

including on nine of Pavelski’s
league-leading 13 goals.



NHL history, at 19 in 2000, he was
stripped in Tampa Bay 18 months
later, but he was still a Lightning
star when they won the Cup in ’04.
(A 22-year-old Joe Sakic lost his
co-captaincy in Quebec for one
season but was back wearing the
c when the franchise won the 1996
Stanley Cup in Colorado.) Lecava-
lier’s situation was obviously dif-
ferent from Thornton’s. He was
a callow 21 when the Lightning
moved his letter to veteran Dave
Andreychuk. Thornton was 35.

The San Jose captain controver-
sy erupted in March 2015 during
a season in which no Shark wore
the c. (Joe Pavelski, Thornton’s
right wing, was named captain
before the start of this season.)
In a question-and-answer ses-
sion with season-ticket holders,
Wilson, according to the San Jose
Mercury News, said, “The reason
we took the c off him . . . Joe car-
ries the weight of the team on his
shoulders, and he’s got such a big
heart that when stress comes on
him, he lashes out at people and
it kind of impacts him. The pres-
sure and stress, I felt, was getting
to Joe.” Thornton riposted in the
newspaper, “All I’ve got to say is,
I’ve been here every day working
hard. I haven’t taken a sabbatical.
He just needs to stop lying, shut
his mouth.” The last time there
was this much drama over a let-
ter, Nathaniel Hawthorne’s Puritan
Boston was hanging a scarlet a on
Hester Prynne.

Thornton, now an alternate cap-
tain, made his peace. In the corridor
outside the Sharks’ dressing room
on the eve of the final he said, “I
think a lot of people would have
fled, but it’s just in my character to
want to stay. Initially it was kind of
like, Damn, why are they doing this?
But I got over it quickly. Probably
in a couple of days. All of my team-
mates and ex-teammates phoned
and gave me lots of support. So I

figured, Why dwell on it? You’re a
great player still, and you’re going to
play great and help this team win.”
While acknowledging the initial
tension, Pavelski said, “Jumbo told
me early, ‘You’re the man. Let’s go to
work.’ ” Although Wilson outlined
a one-step-backward-to-go-two-
forward plan after San Jose missed
the playoffs last spring, Thornton
said he never considered waiv-
ing, nor was he asked to waive, a
no-movement clause in a contract
that runs through the end of next
season. As it were, the Sharks train
happened to arrive slightly ahead
of schedule.

“Character, commitment, leader-
ship . . . all the qualities that you
ask for in a captain, he actually
showed them by staying,” says
John Thornton, Joe’s older brother
and his agent for the last decade.

“If there ever was a guy who
could play with the same team after
that and become an [alternate] cap-
tain, it’s him,” Lecavalier says. “He
has the right temperament.”

Thornton has made the con-
scious decision to greet life with
a smile, an approach he brought
to Boston even when Hall of Fame
coach Pat Burns was carving into
the first pick of the 1997 draft al-
most daily. In Thornton’s sanguine
world the Stanley Cup has always
been half full. When he was left
off the 2002 Olympic team, he
was as excited that Team Canada
executive director Wayne Gretzky
had called him personally with the
news as he was disappointed in
not being called to Salt Lake City.
Thornton was chosen for the ’02
All-Star Game in Los Angeles. The
Air Canada flight to the West Coast
from Montreal—the Bruins had
played there the previous night—
was packed. The guy on the aisle,
15D, was delighted that the adja-
cent middle seat was still empty
10 minutes before takeoff. Just
before the door closed, Thornton

THE JUMBO

Joe Thornton’s most impressive numbers
aren’t even his own; they belong to the

forwards who get a boost from playing on
either side of him. Every linemate who has

skated at least 600 minutes with Thornton
since 2006–07 has seen his goal output

drop when taken off Thornton’s flank.
Former Sharks forward Devin Setoguchi

netted 31 goals while skating on Thornton’s
wing in ’08–09; after being dealt to the Wild

in June ’11, Setoguchi failed to break the
20-goal mark again in the NHL.

—Jeremy Fuchs

WITH THORNTON 2007–15 WITHOUT THORNTON 2007–15

3.20

1 2 3 4

PATRICK MARLEAU
3.07

2.27

JOE PAVELSKI
2.96

2.20

3.11
DEVIN SETOGUCHI

1.98
DANY HEATLEY

2.56

JONATHAN CHEECHOO
3.25

1.72

TEAM’S GOALS PER
6O MIN WHILE ON THE ICE
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ducked into the airplane and ga-
lumphed his way down the aisle.
He was 15E.

“Joe, I’m really sorry,” 15D said.
“I’d switch seats with you, but I’m
claustrophobic, see, and . . .”

“No problem,” Thornton said.
“I’ll probably sleep most of the way,
anyway.”

And so after 20 minutes of
hockey chitchat, Thornton curled
up and slept for five hours. An NHL
All-Star. Six-foot-four. Two-twenty.
Middle seat. Coach. Six-hour flight.
Not a whisper of complaint.

N JAN. 9, after some
failed experimentation,
DeBoer reinvented his
top line. He bumped

Hertl, a center by trade, to left wing
with Thornton and Pavelski, who
are also natural centers. Thornton
and Pavelski had been among the
most productive pairs of this
decade, but Hertl proved himself
a worthy complement, scoring
twice in his first game with the
Joes. Now Thornton had one more
talented target. When asked about
Thornton, Hertl, who had 17 of his
21 goals after moving to the line,
blurts, “Jumbo has meant every-
thing to me. He makes it easy.”

Maybe the rides in Jumbo Land
haven’t lasted as long as Thornton
has hoped or the hockey world once
anticipated, but everyone seems
to have a good time along the
way. Jonathan Cheechoo had 56-
and 37-goal seasons while flank-
ing Thornton in the mid-2000s.
Wingers Dany Heatley and Devin
Setoguchi, both beneficiaries
of Thornton largesse, cratered
after departing San Jose. The
motto: Leave Jumbo, see Europe.
(Cheechoo, Heatley and Setogu-
chi played in Belarus, Germany
and Switzerland, respectively, this
season.) There is a solid rapport
between Thornton and Pavelski,
a puck-tipping wizard who has

116 goals over the past three regu-
lar seasons, the second most in the
NHL during that period, but even
their partnership is skewed. Thorn-
ton’s play does not flag noticeably
on the occasions he is not on the ice
with Pavelski, but Pavelski’s does
when he does not have Thornton
dishing. When the two were on the
ice together this season, the Sharks
averaged 3.49 goals per 60 min-
utes; when Pavelski was playing
without him, the team’s output
dropped by more than half, to 1.71.
Meanwhile, San Jose’s goals-per-60
average declined by just 6.0%, to
3.28, whenever Thornton played
apart from his prolific playmate.

“Hey, I love seeing the smiles of
my teammates when they score,”

Thornton says. He pauses. “Besides, it’s my job.”
Thornton is 36 years old. He has played

18 NHL seasons. He has waited half his life
for these finals, for the moment a confessed
great player never doubted would arrive. A red-
letter day might await him in a week’s time.
And while his letter is an a and not a c and the
Stanley Cup will go first to Pavelski and not to
the leading player in the quarter century history
of the Sharks, Jumbo Joe will gladly wait a few
more seconds to hold it.

See, a Cup-winning team is a lot like passen-
gers on a six-hour flight. Business or coach, aisle,
middle or window, they all arrive together. ±
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JUMBO JAMBOREE
With seven assists in San Jose’s

4–2 series win over St. Louis, Thornton
advanced to his first Stanley Cup finals.

THORNTON IS 36.
HE’S PLAYED 18 SEASONS.
HE’S WAITED HALF HIS

LIFE FOR THESE FINALS.
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BY TIM LAYDEN

Just 18, Vashti Cunningham, the
child of an NFL quarterback and a
pro ballerina, is poised to become
the world’s best high jumper

Cunningham and his wife, Felicity deJager, a native of South
Africa and former professional ballet dancer—won the high
jump at the U.S. indoor championships on March 12 with a
clearance of 6' 61⁄4", a world junior record and higher than
any American woman has jumped (indoors or outdoors) in
three years. Eight days later she won the world indoor title,
in Portland, with a jump of 6' 5". Says five-time U.S. Olympic
high jumper Amy Acuff, “She’s way ahead of the curve.” The
day after her world title, Vashti, who is coached by her father,
formally bypassed college track and field and turned profes-
sional by agreeing to a contract with Nike.

In this, the year of her high school graduation, Vashti is a
threat to become the youngest female American track and field
individual Olympic medalist since Willye White 60 years ago.
Her timing brings opportunity but also expectation and pres-
sure. She has blown up in an Olympic year, in a sport that is
desperate for stars. She checks a long list of backstory boxes:
The child of an NFL celebrity (and of a tall dancer; some form
of the phrase genetic lottery finds its way into most profiles
written about her), she also satisfies our culture’s fascination
with precocity. Track and field, unlike swimming or gymnas-
tics, usually requires some servitude from its athletes before
doling out medals. Vashti is telegenic, charming and humble.
The Olympic year presents a chance for commercial success,
but just as readily, for early public failure. She will spend the
summer growing up quickly on a very large stage.

“I think of her as a young Usain Bolt,” says Chaunte Lowe,
32, the U.S. record holder in the high jump. “Everyone knew
Bolt was going to be a superstar before he realized it. It’s the
same for Vashti. I’m talking about breaking records, doing
things that nobody has ever done.”

Others see Vashti’s inexperience and suggest caution. “She’s

got a great opportunity, and it’s up to her to run with it,” says
two-time Olympic high jump medalist Dwight Stones, the
last, truly well-known high jumper in the U.S.—back in the
mid-1970s, a bygone era of track and field popularity in the
U.S. “But she’s just a kid. And there’s plenty of pressure on
her, with her last name and everything she’s already done.”

If Vashti is worried, she hides it well. It is all so new and
exciting. Only a year ago she no-heighted at the Nevada high
school championships, an incomprehensible miss that she says
she still thinks about before the first jump of every competi-
tion. Now she beams when she talks about the eight boxes
of gear Nike sent her after she inked her contract, especially
the colorful compression tights that came in a tiny, zippered

LIKE MOTHER (AND FATHER),

LIKE DAUGHTER

ENTERING THROUGH
a doorway at the back of
her family’s ranch house
on a dusty Las Vegas
street, Vashti Cunning-
ham walks through the
kitchen and dutifully
drops into a chair in
the dining room. She is
an 18-year-old senior at
Bishop Gorman High,
11⁄4 inches more than six

feet tall (and possibly still creeping north), thin as a sapling.
Classes are done for the day, but practice has yet to begin
and after that, church services and homework. First, she will
squeeze in the latest in a series of interviews that accompany
her status as a presumptive Olympian, with a Narrative Hook.
She sits upright, as graceful in repose as her quarterback
father and ballerina mother. A visiting reporter suggests
that it would be O.K. to take off her backpack. Vashti blinks,
opens her eyes wide and exhales, smiling—at last, a moment
of rest. “Oh, yeah,” she says, and slowly extracts herself from
the backpack and falls into the chair. “Better.”

Every day now is a blur, accelerating as the calendar surges
toward summer. Vashti (pronounced VASH-tie)—the second
of five children of groundbreaking NFL quarterback Randall
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videos of accomplished high jumpers, including Mutaz Essa
Barshim of Qatar, a man who has cleared 7' 111⁄2" and won the
bronze medal in London; and Anna Chicherova of Russia, the
women’s gold medalist in London (who, according to her coach,
was one of the 31 athletes whose retested sample from the 2008
Olympics was positive for a PED). “My father brought videos of
[Croatian] Blanka Vlasic [the second-highest women’s jumper
in history] out to practice and showed me on his phone,” says
Vashti. “He would stop the video and say, ‘Look at this.’ ” A
quarterback at work in film study.

Vashti cleared 6' 23⁄4" as a high school sophomore and 6' 5"
last summer to win the Pan American junior title in Edmonton.
(Randall II also won gold there.) This year Vashti’s 6' 61⁄4" at the
indoor nationals made her the 10th-best jumper in U.S. history.
Only Lowe, with an American-record jump of 6' 83⁄4" in 2010 and
London Olympic silver medalist Brigetta Barrett, who cleared
6' 81⁄4" in 2013, have gone higher since 2003. Vashti’s winter
performances piqued the interest of multiple shoe and apparel
companies, whose contracts provide track athletes with their
most stable (though often minimal) income.

Vashti sought advice from Lowe at a February meet in
Albuquerque. Says Lowe, “I told her, ‘If you go to college, are
you going to be jumping so high that you’re jumping alone?’
I told her that two meters [6' 63⁄4"] is pro height. Then at na-

case. She lights up when she mentions finally getting the op-
portunity to jump with, in her words, “other tall girls.” (In high
school, many of Vashti’s opponents were shorter. “I always felt
like I did not belong,” she says, a sweet, vaguely surprising
admission.) And she shines when she imagines looking into the
stands on the night of the women’s high jump final, Aug. 20,
in Rio and seeing her family.

She was at a Junior Olympics meet in Texas during the 2012
London Games. She says that while many of the young athletes
gathered in groups each night to view the Games, she watched
alone. “I remember seeing [200-meter gold medalist] Allyson
Felix and some gymnastics things,” says Vashti. “I didn’t even
see the high jump. But the whole thing . . . that was the first
time I thought, I want to be a part of that.”

A
A SHORT DRIVE from the Cunningham house is
Remnant Ministries, the church that Randall and
Felicity founded in 2003. Randall, who played in
the NFL from 1985 to 2001 as a mold-breaking

versatile quarterback, primarily with the Eagles and the Vi-
kings, was ordained in 2004 after having his faith strength-
ened through conversations with All-Pro defensive end Reggie
White. Randall is the pastor of the church, which he says has
1,400 members and another 1,200 who regularly watch Sunday
services online. On this day he is sitting in the second-floor
sound and lighting center, writing a sermon on his laptop.

Long before Cunningham was a quarterback in the NFL,
he was a track star at Santa Barbara (Calif.) High. He cleared
6' 9" in the high jump as a senior but stopped jumping when he
developed knee problems that might have impeded his football
career. His college, UNLV, also didn’t have a men’s track program.
But Cunningham did not abandon his love of the sport. “There
is a side to him that is all about football,” says Felicity. “But he
would much rather sit and watch a track meet than a football
game.” (The wildly busy Randall, 53, coaches a track club, the
Nevada Gazelles—in addition to his own children in track and
field—and the varsity football team at Silverado High.)

Randall and Felicity met in 1990 at an event called The
Night of 100 Stars, at Radio City Music Hall in New York City.
Cunningham was playing for the Eagles, and Felicity was per-
forming with the Dance Theater of Harlem. They were married
in 1993. First child Randall II was born in 1996, Vashti two
years later and Gracie, now 13, in 2003. Tragically, a second
son, Christian, drowned in the family’s Jacuzzi in 2010, at age
two. The family’s youngest child is Sofia, four, who toddled
around Cunningham’s desk as he wrote his sermon.

Randall II cleared 7' 3" as a high school junior, best in the
nation. It was while training his son that Randall first saw
Vashti jump. “She was about nine years old and started messing
around jumping,” says Randall. “I thought, Oh, my goodness,
she can jump too.” Vashti competed in flag football, basketball,
volleyball and multiple other track events (hurdles, 400 meters,
long jump) before becoming a full-time high jumper last year.

Randall educated Vashti by downloading and showing her
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RUN IN
THE FAMILY

Felicity’s grace
and Randall’s

skills put Vashti
over the bar
in Portland.

“I think of her as a
young Usain Bolt,” says

Lowe. “Doing things
nobody has ever done.”
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He’s very passionate.” When Lowe first heard of Vashti’s rise,
she was told that Vashti’s technique was raw. Says Lowe, “Then
I saw her, and she’s not green at all.”

Says Humphrey, “I don’t see major flaws. Every jump looks
about the same.” Stones says, “If I was asked, I would only have
a couple, little technical things. Nothing major.” A potentially
more challenging issue is Vashti’s lack of major championship
experience heading into what would be her first Olympics. Last
summer Randall sent Vashti and Randall II to the Pan Am ju-
niors in Edmonton, though Vashti qualified for the senior world
championships in Beijing. It would have been an opportunity
for her to test-drive championship pressure against experienced
athletes. “The travel, the call room, the warmup, the waiting,”
says Stones. “It’s going to be an enormous leap for her.”

Still, Vashti finds herself at a unique period in the high jump.
As of late May only four Americans (Cunningham, Lowe, 21-year-
old Rachel McCoy and 27-year-old Elizabeth Patterson) have
achieved the Olympic A standard of 6' 4" required to compete
in the Games, regardless of the results of the Olympic trials in
Eugene, Ore., in July. Inika McPherson, who is coming off a drug
ban, jumped 6' 5" in 2014, and Barrett hasn’t jumped this season.

Internationally, Chicherova is 33 years old, and 2015 world
champion Mariya Kuchina, also of Russia, may not be in Rio.
(The entire Russian track-and-field team may be barred.)
Vlasic is 32 and hasn’t jumped higher than 6' 8" since 2010.
Ruth Beitia of Spain has a personal best of 6' 71⁄2", but that is
nine years old. For all the pressure on Vashti, and for all her
inexperience, the field is wide open.

When an afternoon’s jumping is done, Randall rolls the stan-
chions into a shed while Vashti puts on her warmups. As she walks
across the track toward the parking lot and takeout from Whole
Foods, Randall reemerges and sends her back to pick up some
discarded paper cups, though she didn’t drop them. “Doesn’t
matter,” Randall says. “We leave it clean.” Vashti rolls her eyes
and stoically complies. Randall opens a gate and strides toward
his car. “Just so you know,” he says. “We’re going for the gold.” ±

tionals she jumped 1.99 and I said, ‘You’re got your answer.’ ”
Says Randall, “To me it was a no-brainer. College is going to

be there.” (It has become increasingly common for U.S. track and
field athletes to skip college, though it is still mildly controversial.)
Randall’s decision was likely influenced by his frustration with his
son’s lack of progress since entering USC in 2014. A 7' 3" jumper
in high school, Randall II has improved only to 7' 5" in college
and has struggled for consistency. “I hope he comes back here
after NCAAs and trains with us,” says Randall. “We do things a
certain way.” At his best Randall II can make the Olympic team.

Randall and Felicity, in addition to expanding Remnant Min-
istries, are building a house across the street from the church
that will include an 1,800-square-foot weight room. Gracie,
a 5' 11" eighth-grader, has cleared 5' 3" on a short, four-step
approach, putting her on roughly the same trajectory as Vashti.
It is unusual for a father to coach his child at the professional
level. “It’s not always a positive setup, but there are exceptions,”
says Sue Humphrey, USA Track & Field women’s chair, and
also a respected high jump coach who coached 1996 Olympic
gold medalist Charles Austin, among many others. “Randall
has his plan, and it’s clearly been working.”

U
UNDER A SPRING desert sun, father and daugh-
ter commence their workout with Vashti doing a
series of three 80-meter sprints on an incline next
to the track at UNLV. Vashti is a speed jumper—

her strength is converting speed to height, rather than utilizing
technique to make up for a lack of explosiveness. She runs like a
sprinter, with a powerful knee lift driving her forward.

They move to the high jump pit and work through a series
that begins with two scissor kicks over a low bar and ends with
eight attempts at 6' 5". It is a no-nonsense atmosphere. Randall
lobs one joke about an old Gazelles backpack, but mostly he
instructs his daughter on technique. She listens intently. They
spar occasionally in knowing shorthand. “We argue sometimes,
usually sarcastically,” says Vashti. “My dad loves coaching me.
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SWEEP
EAFTER

By GRANT WAHL

ODD AS IT MAY SOUND, THE BEST
MAN AT PROVIDING SECURITY ON THE

FIELD, MANUEL NEUER, MAY ALSO
BE THE MOST RECKLESS—AND THAT’S

R O O ZING THE POSITION

AT T G E L , modern soccer has a lot
i  m autobahn. The speed of the
g  s   p y  are like the latest sports cars:

faster, sleeker and more powerful than ever. The movement in
soccer—end-to-end attacking, relentless defensive pressure—can
be constant. And yet there remain players, goalkeepers, who
impose calm. In 2016, no one on the planet balances order and
chaos better than Germany’s Manuel Neuer (NOY-er), who is
redefining his position in a way that hasn’t been done for decades.

“I’m a little bit risky, but [I represent] security and protection, and
you have to give your teammates that feeling as well,” says Neuer.
“I’m a guy who likes to drive a car quite fast—but I wear a seat belt at
the same time. So you have this balance. Maybe you can compare it.”

Surrounded by Champions League trophies in Bayern Munich’s
boardroom, Neuer has folded his 6' 4", 203-pound frame into a
leather office chair. Like many Germans, Neuer, 30, speaks better
English than he lets on at first—he ditches his interpreter entirely
after a few minutes—and he draws a special pleasure from discussing
his ultimate fast-lane experience: Germany’s round-of-16 victory
over Algeria in World Cup 2014. To watch Neuer’s highlight video
from that game, which includes an astonishing five clearances and
20 touches outside his penalty box, is to see a goalkeeper pushing the
outer limits of what’s physically possible and, perhaps, mentally sane.

Time and again, with Germany’s attack-minded back line pushed
up near midfield, Algeria sends passes through and over defenders,
hoping that fleet forwards Islam Slimani and Sofiane Feghouli can
run onto the ball for a lightning-strike goal in the rain of Porto Alegre,
Brazil. But there’s no joy for the men in green, no alegría for Algeria.
Instead there’s Neuer venturing 35 yards from his goal, racing Sli-
mani into the corner and sliding to block the striker’s cross before it
reaches the penalty area. There’s Neuer, racing out again, propelling
his head to clear a dangerous diagonal ball before crashing into the
onrushing Slimani. And there’s Neuer covering on a misplayed back-
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pass, clearing the ball from danger an instant before Aïssa M .
Neuer may look like a madman, but his objective is cle p t

scoring chances before they materialize, even if that m g
sphincter-tightening risks. “It’s better for me to get the b f
[opposing] striker than to [wait and] have a one-on-one s he
box,” he says. “If he can’t get the ball, he won’t get any o ”

And if Neuer fails? Then he’s committed the soccer versi f .
If he misjudges the speed and trajectory of either the bal
and arrives too late, he may not only concede a goal but al y
the process. “I don’t feel the fear in my head in this mom y .
“I am always thinking positive. But you have to be sure t g

The circumstances in Brazil created a fairly unique situa y
deployed relatively slow centerbacks; Algeria’s front-line p
midable; and Neuer could station himself higher up the fie e
ball was skidding on the wet sod, causing hard through-bal m
faster than they would in dry conditions. The keeper believe y
stops put a degree of fear into the opposing strikers, causing p
out early in avoiding collisions. “A lot of their players didn
want to go into the one-on-one because I’m big,” he says.

Neuer’s heat map for the Algeria match, which shows
the location of his touches and his positioning (right), is
unlike anything you would associate with a traditional
goalkeeper—it’s as though he’s playing two positions
instead of one. In fact Neuer’s coloring outside the lines of
his penalty box has many experts considering him one of the greatest
goalkeeping innovators, the next evolutionary step after Soviet legend
Lev Yashin, who began counterattacks with quick outlets and inter-
cepted passes outside his box. Yashin remains the only keeper ever to
win the European Footballer of the Year award, in 1963, but consider:
In 2014, Neuer was the World Cup champions’ only finalist for FIFA’s
Ballon d’Or, alongside Cristiano Ronaldo and Lionel Messi.

Remarkably, the German language has yet to produce a 12-syllable word
that describes the goalkeeper position as played by Neuer. Give it some
time, though. For now, there’s a 16-letter English handle that will be hard
to top—one that Neuer endorses with a wide smile. The sweeper keeper.

I
F GERMANY-ALGERIA was Neuer’s version of Rach-
maninoff’s playing his Piano Concerto No. 3 at Carnegie Hall,
then his childhood training was like learning scales on his
teacher’s living-room piano. A netminder from age four, Neuer
discovered early on that he had a leading foot and a standing leg.

For him it felt more comfortable jumping to his left than to his right to make
a save. Dives to his right, he says, would result in awkward landings and a
bruised hip. Neuer had to train himself to explode to his right more easily,
just as a right-footed player would practice using his left foot on the ball.

Other aspects of basic shot-stopping came over time: positioning, cover-
ing his near post, keeping his hands in a ready position. Neuer absorbed
them all. “I always want to save it,” he says, “but more important is that
other players can’t get any rebound, any chance to get a goal.”

But shot-stopping—once the hallmark of proficiency—is now a bare-
minimum requirement. The 21st-century keeper also needs to organize
his team’s back line and set-piece defenses, command the penalty area on
crosses, disrupt opposing forays outside the box and initiate his own team’s
attack. Comfort on the ball (with both feet) is mandatory, as is the ability

to unspool passes to moving targets on a dime,
over short and long distances, including with an
overhand throw. What’s more, the strategic trend
of extreme defensive pressure up high means that
goalkeepers often need to make themselves avail-
able for besieged defenders in need of an outlet.
(A 1992 rule change prevented goalkeepers from
picking up deliberate back-passes, forcing them
to use their feet.)

Fortunately for Neuer, he also perfected these
foot skills at an early age. When he joined the youth
ranks of the German club Schalke in 1991, at age
five, the rightfooted keeper would practice with
the outfield players if there was no goalie training,
which developed his weaker left foot. Schalke even
considered switching Neuer to an outfield posi-
tion when he was 13, partly out of concern that he
wasn’t tall enough. Ultimately they kept Neuer in
goal, fully equipped with the tools to redefine the
position. (Schalke wasn’t able to hold on to him;
Bayern Munich, as it so often does to its German
rivals, poached Neuer for $31.5 million in 2011.)

“To be a modern goalkeeper, I have to think
offensively, to initiate our attacking moves safely
and securely,” Neuer says. “Both my teams—
Bayern and Germany—usually have more than
60% possession, so I have to move outside the box
to be involved in the passing game from the back.”
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Part 2: The Goalkeeper

THE HEAT IS ON
A map of Neuer’s activity
against Algeria shows a
wandering spirit.
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Television commentators tend
to believe that a goalkeeper should
come out for any cross inside the
six-yard box. Neuer argues that
this isn’t always the case. At 1,080

square feet (6…20 yards), he notes, the smaller box is still larger than
many city apartments. “It depends how high the ball is coming into the
box,” Neuer says of a cross into his six. “If it’s a high ball [your opponent]
can’t reach, you can go out. But if it’s a very low ball and a striker is
there, it’s very dangerous and you can’t.” Even in 2016, there are enough
variables that the same keeper who’ll venture 40 yards from his goal to
pick off a ball will sometimes refuse to move even six yards to make a
clearance, depending on the situation.

More commonly with control-obsessed Bayern and Germany, however,
the ball is at the other end of the field. One of the hardest parts of Neuer’s
job is going 45 minutes without a scoring chance by the opposing team,
then suddenly having to spring into action. “Sometimes in the winter it’s
very cold, especially in Bavaria,” he says, half-smiling but fully serious.
“It’s not easy in this moment, because you have to go from zero to 100.”

Such is life on the autobahn.

F
RESHLY SHOWERED after training, and wearing a gray
designer sweater, Neuer turns toward the 65-inch video screen
in Bayern Munich’s boardroom and starts breaking down clips
from a showdown with Borussia Dortmund last October. In
addition to reviewing video of his own game performances

and practices on a laptop with his goalkeepers coach, Neuer takes part in
pregame tactical talks with the rest of his squad. Beyond its usual high-

With Bayern, Neuer almost never boots the ball
aimlessly downfield, like so many other profession-
al goalkeepers. Under recently departed manager
Pep Guardiola, the high priest of possession-based
soccer, the watchword for the team’s attacking
philosophy was control. Why would a keeper boom
the ball and risk giving that up? “The passing
game has become more important,” says Neuer.
“We rarely just hammer the ball forward. I have
probably twice as many touches now than I used
to have at Schalke.” During this past European
league season, for example, Neuer completed more
passes—in fewer games—than prolific French
striker Antoine Griezmann of Atlético Madrid.

A stranglehold on possession by Bayern and
Germany often leaves Neuer with few occasions
to demonstrate some of his more traditional skills.
But he still has to call upon them, knowing that
one mistake can turn a game. How does he know
when to come out for a cross? The thought process
isn’t much different from deciding whether to
leave his box to cut off a through-ball—though
there tends to be more human traffic in his path
on crosses, requiring him to read even more vari-
ables in a split second. “You have to know which
players are in your area and whether you have
a free way to the ball,” he explains. “If I know I
can’t get the ball, then I have to stay in.”M
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Neuer may look like
a madman, but his
objective is clear.
And if he fails?
That’s the soccer
version of hara-kiri.
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pressing approach, Dortmund will try to attack Bayern’s high back line
the same way that Algeria did, by sending passes over and through the
line, into space, for speedy striker Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang. Even so,
Neuer keeps an aggressive starting position, the better to quickly attack
through-balls, and in the eighth minute he intercepts one 35 yards from
his goal, igniting the Bayern attack.

“If I’m in my box and waiting for the ball to come to me, we lose time,”
Neuer says. “If I’m standing higher, we have more time—and Dortmund
can’t get into the real [balanced defensive] position the way they want.”

The sweeper keeper is in full view later in the game when Neuer races
out 40 yards to head a piercing through-ball away from Aubameyang’s path
and directly to teammate David Alaba, who immediately starts a Bayern

fast break. Ten seconds and three lightning-quick
passes later, Bayern has a shot in Dortmund’s box,
and while it doesn’t go in, we’ve still witnessed one
more world-class play by Neuer.

And that’s just the obvious stuff. Before each
game Neuer studies his opponent’s set-piece and
penalty-taking tendencies. He’s the one who sets
up Bayern’s wall in defending free kicks near the
goal. And when Dortmund has a corner kick, it’s
on Neuer to organize Bayern’s zonal marking in
the box. The key here, Neuer says, isn’t just the
five defenders arranged in a horizontal line across

MATCHUPS TO WATCH
The best games within the games

FRANCE VS. FRANCE Les Bleus
(right) are immensely talented,
but they have a tendency to get in
their own way. (Remember World
Cup 2010?) This time they opted
not to select star forward Karim
Benzema after he was accused
in a sex-tape blackmail scandal (which he has denied). The alleged
victim: midfielder Mathieu Valbuena, who was also left off the team.
ENGLAND VS. WALES The U.K. won’t be united when these Group B
teams meet on June 16. Wales (in its first major tourney since
1958) hasn’t beaten England in 32 years, but Welsh forward
Gareth Bale will be the best player on the pitch. Adding to the
intrigue: Bale could have represented England; he chose Wales.
ROBERT LEWANDOWSKI VS. GERMANY’S BACK FOUR Die Mannschaft is
the Group C favorite, but don’t doubt the Poles—mostly because
they have one of the world’s best true strikers. Here Lewandowski
will be pitted against familiar faces: Bayern Munich teammates
Jérôme Boateng, Mats Hummels and, in goal, Manuel Neuer.

INTRODUCING .  
Three Euro debutants h ’ l
define the summer tou

HARRY KANE England
Producer of 46 EPL
goals for Tottenham
over the last two
seasons, Kane, 22 (above), enters Euro 2016
as Roy Hodgson’s most prolific scorer. The
Wayne Rooney era is over.
KINGSLEY COMAN France
At 19, he has already suited up for the
likes of PSG, Juventus and Bayern Munich,
for whom he played a huge role in a deep
Champions League run. The pacy winger is
on the cusp of superstardom.
GARETH BALE Wales
Believe it or not, the 26-year-old Real
Madrid winger (the most expensive transfer
in history) hasn’t yet played in a major
international tournament, partly because
of a back injury before the ’12 Olympics and
partly because, well, he plays for Wales.

HIRSUTE HEROES
Four killer coifs that’ll catch your eye
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Part 2: The Goalkeeper



the first half to make it 2–1. How you respond to conceding a
goal is also important, Neuer says. “Normally you know if you
can change something or if you have made a mistake—every
time there is something,” he says. “But you always have to
start again at zero after a goal.”

This game, however, is no contest. Bayern goes on to win 5–1, a major
victory in its run to a fourth straight Bundesliga title. Neuer won’t make
the headlines on this day, but his performance is terrific, in direct con-
trast to that of his Dortmund counterpart, Roman Bürki. The perils of
the sweeper keeper are manifold: On two occasions Bürki allows goals
after coming out for the ball and missing it.

Being Manuel Neuer is a lot harder than it looks. ±

TRIPPING BALLS
SI plots a realistic (albeit très cher) Euro
voyage, with a little help from Airbnb

UNTOUCHABLE SPAIN
After winning World
Cup ’10 and the last
two Euros, Spain’s
aura of invincibility

evaporated in Brazil.
This team is talented
(see: De Gea, David)

but no longer the
favorite.

MIROSLAV KLOSE
For the first time

since Euro ’00,
Germany enters a

major tourney without
its top all-time

scorer. Joachim Löw
has scoring options—

but no true striker
to fill Klose’s Nikes.

NETHERLANDS
 To those who say
the expanded field
made qualification

too easy, we
present: the

disastrous Dutch,
who failed to

qualify for the first
time in 32 years.

GOAL-LINE TECH
At Euro ’12, Ukraine
was unfairly denied
an equalizer against
England; refs ruled

the ball didn’t
cross the goal line.
There’ll be no such

controversy in
France.

TWENTY-FOUR TEAMS
Among the last-

man-in beneficiaries
in the jump up

from 16 teams (the
standard since ’96):

Albania, Slovakia,
Ukraine, Hungary,

the Republic of
Ireland and . . .

ICELAND
 After narrowly
missing out on

World Cup ’14, the
island nation of
330,000 enters
its first major

tourney, making it
the smallest nation

ever at a Euro.

CH-CH-CH-CH-CHANGES
The new and the obsolete of this year’s Euro

the six-yard box but also the three
teammates in a similar line near the
penalty spot, whose job is to prevent
Dortmund’s attackers from getting a
full head of steam and leaping over the
zonal markers or finding spaces between them.
“It’s always a zone,” he says, referring to the area
between the two parallel lines. “The second line
of three players wants to block [the attackers] so
they can’t go fast into the zone.”

Bayern builds a 2–0 lead against Dortmund
before Aubameyang scores on the break late in

JUNE 23–26
F WINNER VS. E RUNNER-UP

Château Fajac la Relenque:
With 16 beds, this place could

nearly accommodate an
entire Euro side. $1,480/nt

JUNE 27–29
B RUNNER-UP VS. F RUNNER-UP

Beautiful flat in the heart of Nice:
This spacious 4BR Vieille Ville (“old

town”) apartment is steps from the
Mediterranean. $448/nt

 JULY 5–7
SEMIFINAL

Three-BR luxury
apartment: In the

heart of Lyon, walking
distance to the Musée

des Beaux-Arts and
a gorgeous city hall.

$236/nt

 JULY 8–11
FINAL 

Two BR in the heart of
Versailles: This sunny,
modern apartment might
pale in comparison to the
Sun King’s royal château—
but we doubt you’ll
complain. $184/nt

JUNE 10–16
 FRA-ROU, TUR-CRO,

IRL-SWE, ROU-SUI, GER-POL

Luxury Apt. in Champs–
Élysées: Even with all
of Paris at your feet,

you may not feel
inclined to leave this
sleek 5BR. $826/nt

JUNE 17–22
 BEL-IRL, CRO-ESP

St. Emilion Luxury
Villa: Break up

your match-
viewing in French

wine country
at this quaint

4BR villa 40 km
outside the city.

$1,997/nt

JUNE 30–JULY 4
QUARTERFINAL 

Le Swan:
Marseille is
France’s
busiest seaport,
so a short stay
on a teeny
(1BR) wooden
sailboat seems
appropriate.
$82/nt
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Mack, though, was deeply sensitive to charges that
he was miserly. He once took the unusual step of writ-
ing a letter to a magazine denying that his players had
thrown a World Series game so the franchise could have
the revenue from an additional home date. Likewise,
Mack never conceded that he had gutted the A’s dynasty
for financial reasons. Decades later, in his autobiogra-
phy, he claimed that team morale had soured because
so many players were considering decamping to the
Federal League. “I broke it up,” Mack wrote, “solely
because they had shown they could not get along to-
gether.” Another time he wrote, “I have broken up the
great teams. Why? To meet urgent emergencies! The
pressure of uncontrollable conditions created a crisis.”

As the A’s began disassembling the team after
the ’14 season, they caught some grief. Prominent
columnist Ring Lardner wrote this mocking verse:

Players who jump for the dough,
Bandits and crooks every one
Baseball’s pleasure, you know,
Players should play for the fun.
Magnates don’t care for the mon’
They can’t be tempted with gold,
They’re in the game for the fun—
That is why Collins was sold.

hood, the ballpark was the envy of the rest of the league when it opened
in 1909. By late ’12, Mack had borrowed funds to purchase another 25%
stake in the franchise, making him a 50-50 owner with Shibe, who would
handle the business side, leaving Mack to handle the baseball.

If Mack had a shortcoming, it was his short temper. Managing in the
minors, he was known to berate his team following losses and to regret
the tirades later. His solution? He would wear a business suit when he
managed. That way he had no reason to repair to the clubhouse after
games. By the time players had taken their showers and changed into
street clothes, Mack had cooled off.

Today, of course, managers must wear team uniforms during games.
More important, managers cannot have any financial stake in their teams.
(And owners cannot manage.) But the A’s business model was a
great success. Shibe was comfortable with Mack as the front man,
knowing how much proverbial skin Mack had in the game. And
Mack could manage freely, without worrying about his job security.

Mack was nicknamed the Tall Tactician, but he didn’t overthink
strategy during games. He seldom made lineup changes, and he
had little use for the sacrifice bunt. He did, however, have a distinct
operating philosophy. He liked younger players whom he could shape
rather than veterans and minor leaguers with more advanced but
hardenedskills. Mack was also a believer in clubhouseculture, putting
a premium on intelligence and social graces. Most of his players were
formally educated, often college graduates, and had interests outside
of baseball. One example among many: Second baseman Collins, a
Columbia grad who would end up in the Hall of Fame, moonlighted
as a general-interest columnist for the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin.

At the same time Mack had a soft spot for Rube Waddell, the team’s
ace pitcher. Waddell was sensationally talented—he led the majors in
strikeouts five straight years, and the modern single-season record of 349
that he set in 1904 held for six decades, until Sandy Koufax put up 382 in
’65—but he was also one of sport’s original eccentrics. Besides drinking
immoderately (a “souse-paw,” The Sporting News called the lefthander),
Waddell was known to leave the dugout during games to chase fire engines
or to pet puppies or to join a passing parade. He allegedly was uncertain
as to how many women he’d married.

Mack gave Waddell chance after chance, until frustrated A’s play-
ers complained to the manager en masse. “Rube is not as black as he
is painted,” Mack replied diplomatically, “although he will never be
mistaken for one of Raphael’s cherubim.” When Waddell died in 1914,
penniless at age 37, Mack paid for the funeral.

Mack would later show similar compassion for Ty Cobb and Tris Speaker. In
the late 1920s the two stars stood accused by another player, Dutch Leonard,
of having fixed games. The conventional wisdom was that Mack signed
both players—Cobb played his final two seasons, and Speaker his last, for
Philadelphia—to give the two future Hall of Famers a chance at redemption.

For all the A’s early success, the club struggled financially. In a season-
preview column he wrote for Harper’s Weekly in 1915, umpire Billy Evans—
full stop here: Yes, an umpire wrote a column assessing the upcoming
season—noted the spare crowds in Philadelphia. Even though Mack lived
modestly, he was nearly broke. He once told a family member, “The best
thing for a team financially is to be in the running and finish second. If
you win the players all expect raises.”
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MIXED BAG

Having Lajoie (far
right) in the lineup
gave the A's hope.

Bush's pitching
(near right) helped

extinguish it.







 MICHAEL STRAHAN STRIKES A POSE ALONGSIDE HIS JCPENNEY 
COLLECTION BY MICHAEL STRAHAN SUIT AND ACCESSORIES 

 VON MILLER AND HIS DANCING WITH THE STARS PARTNER, 
LINDSAY ARNOLD

 CELEBRITY D.J. HANNAH BRONFMAN SPINNING TUNES

 CIGAR ROLLER PERFECTS HIS CRAFT FOR FASHIONABLE 50 
GUESTS

 DEMARCO MURRAY AND VICTOR CRUZ FLASH SOME STYLE ON 
THE RED CARPET 

 FASHIONABLE 50 COVER MODEL SWIN CASH HITS THE RED 
CARPET

 SI SWIMSUIT MODELS HANNAH DAVIS, HAILEY CLAUSON, NINA 
AGDAL, CHANEL IMAN AND ROSE BERTRAM CELEBRATE THE 
FASHIONABLE 50

FOR MORE SI EVENTS AND PROMOTIONS FOLLOW @SI_OVERTIME

On April 12, SPORTS ILLUSTRATED and JCPenney 
celebrated SI's first-ever, multiplatform 

Fashionable 50 list with a star-studded and action-
packed party in downtown New York City. Hosted 
at Vandal, the evening kicked off with a buzzy red 
carpet, followed by entertainment featuring celebrity 
D.J. Hannah Bronfman. An eye-catching showcase 
of COLLECTION by Michael Strahan suits and 
accessories greeted guests as they entered the 
lounge. VIP and celebrity guests were treated to 
an array of activations, including COLLECTION 
by Michael Strahan tie and pocket square 
monogramming, lip touch-ups by Sephora Glam 
Lounge, custom cigar rolling, a GIF photo booth 
and more.

TAYLOR BALLANTYNE FOR SPORTS ILLUSTRATED

CELEBRATING THIS ICONIC LIST, SI CREATED A FASHION-FOCUSED FLIP COVER FEATURING FOUR DIFFERENT 
COVER MODELS:  SWIN CASH, VICTOR CRUZ, VON MILLER AND RUSSELL WESTBROOK

THE MOST STYLISH ATHLETES
ONE LIST, ONE GREAT NIGHT



with a contract from the University of Nebraska
Press, Macht, then in his mid-50s, embarked on a
biography of Connie Mack.

The good news: Thanks to the generosity of Mack’s
family and a treasure trove of printed material, Macht
had little trouble banging out 1,000 manuscript pages.
The bad news: He was up to only 1914. The book was
published under the title Connie Mack and the Early Years
of Baseball, and Macht received permission from his pub-
lisher to continue. He wrote another tome, Connie Mack:
The Turbulent and Triumphant Years, 1915–1931. Last year
Macht finished the third installment, The Grand Old Man
of Baseball: Connie Mack in His Final Years, 1932–1956.
Macht is now 86. In total he wrote 2,009 pages over 30
years, Robert Caro to Mack’s Lyndon Johnson.

Then again, if any sports figure merits a multivol-
ume biography, it’s Mack, a man whose longevity in
baseball was almost comical. After the awful 1916
season, the A’s—giving new zest to the concept of
rebuilding—would finish last in the standings each of
the next five seasons. But Mack remained the manager.

This faith was eventually rewarded. By the late 1920s
the A’s were again a juggernaut. From ’26 through ’28,
the Yankees put forth perhaps the most fearsome team
in baseball history—the so-called Murderers’
Row—and won two of three World Series.
From ’29 through ’31 the Athletics did the
same, with future Hall of Famers such as
Jimmie Foxx, Al Simmons, Mickey Cochrane
and the great pitcher Lefty Grove.

The success of these A’s, however, coincided
with the Depression, and the team was in deep
financial trouble. In a replay of the mid-1910s,
Mack broke up the A’s. Simmons, Jimmy Dykes
and Mule Haas were sold to the White Sox
for $100,000. In December 1933, Mack sent
Grove and two other players to the Red Sox
for $125,000 and Cochrane to the Tigers for
$100,000. After the ’35 season Mack sent Foxx
to the Red Sox for $150,000 and two players.

Though no other Philadelphia team would
ever be as bad as the ’16 collective, the A’s
were suddenly habitués of the cellar again,
never to win another pennant, much less a
World Series, in Philly. From 1935 to ’46, the
A’s finished in last place nine times. Through
it all Mack kept managing, and, not coin-
cidentally, he became the A’s full owner.
All told, his Philadelphia managing career
would span two World Wars, six Roosevelt
presidential administrations and 50—fifty!—
years. It’s safe to assert that Mack’s longevity
as manager will never be surpassed. His

3,731 major league wins are nearly a thousand more than those of his
closest rival: ironically, McGraw, the man who once trashed the Athletics
as “white elephants.” Mack’s 3,948 losses are nearly 1,600 more than
those of the next finisher, Tony La Russa.

Cynics will point out that Mack’s longevity was possible only because
he was an owner of the team. Macht doesn’t disagree, but he adds that
Mack’s uncommonly agreeable personality also extended his career. “From
everyone I talked to—people who knew him, worked for him, played for
him—he was universally loved and respected,” Macht says.

If 1916 was the low point of Mack’s career, the end wasn’t pretty either. Deep
into his 80s, he was known to fall asleep in the dugout during games, forget
the names of players and become confused over signals. But he was defiant
to the end. “I’m not quitting because I’m getting old,” he remarked after the
’50 season. “I’m quitting because I think people want me to.” He was 87.

In 1953, Shibe Park was renamed Connie Mack Stadium. A year later
the Mack family, facing bankruptcy, sold the team for $3.5 million, and
the Athletics moved to Kansas City, Mo. Barely a year after that Connie
Mack died, at 93. It was a national news event. Told of Mack’s passing,
even famously unsentimental Cobb broke down in tears. “I loved Mr.
Mack,” said Cobb. “You know a man can love another man.”

The year Mack died, 1956, there were 16 teams in the majors. The Dodg-
ers and the Giants were a year away from relocating to the West Coast.
Mickey Mantle won the Triple Crown. Baseball had come immeasurably
far since the days of teams recruiting shortstops from seminaries and

playing on unmowed infields. It laid bare
this irony: Maybe more than any other
figure, Mack advanced baseball’s culture
and led its growth. The Tall Tactician
adopted on-field innovations such as
the double squeeze play, which enabled
teams to score two runs on a single sac-
rifice bunt. His emphasis on aggressive
baserunning was mimicked by other
teams. He also saw the appeal of the
home run, happily supporting changes
that would end baseball’s Dead Ball era.

But Mack’s real influence was more
abstract. He showed that a manager could
be authoritative without being authoritar-
ian, giving some autonomy to his players.
You could argue that he formalized the
concept of rebuilding, making it accept-
able for teams to sacrifice the present for
the future. Above all, from his formal
attire to his diction, Mack conveyed the
notion that baseball was filled with virtue
and dignity and was more than just a
diversion. Consider that even today, one
of the major youth baseball divisions is
named for him. Thanks in part to Connie
Mack, the game’s evolution was so great
that no other manager could ever have a
career like his. ±
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WHY QUIT?

In 1949, Mack was 86
and still in the dugout.
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Item #9175   4 (6 oz)  Bacon Wrapped Filet Mignon $39.99   
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Satisfaction Guaranteed

Offer expires 6/30/2016. *Free Shipping applies 
to standard delivery only. Steaks and 8 (4 oz) 
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Explain it again, Witherspoon. I’m still a bit groggy.
Exactly how did that painting spring to life?

That’s a TV, sir. A TV nowadays is flat, framed and hung above
the fireplace. It looks like an oil painting, but it’s just a TV.

Yet the people in it are wearing teal, just as they were when
I fell asleep 20—how many years ago did you say it was?

Twenty-five, sir. You slept for 25 years. And teal is long dead.
Only the San Jose Sharks still wear it.

The San Ho-What Whozits?
Sharks, sir. You’re watching the 2016 Stanley Cup finals.

Hockey’s best team plays in San Jose, which is more or less the
capital of the world now, home of Google, eBay, Netflix, Yahoo. . . .

Are you having a stroke, Witherspoon? You’re speaking
gibberish. How long did you say I’ve been awake now?

Five minutes, sir. You fell asleep in 1991 and just returned to
consciousness. See, you’re still wearing your pajamas.

Not pajamas, Witherspoon. Zubaz. You see them on all
the top athletes. Very popular among the Twins and the
Braves. And if they’re good enough for the two best teams in
baseball. . . .

Worst teams, sir. Although the Braves are getting a new ballpark.
I guess Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium couldn’t last forever.
Actually, they’re replacing the ballpark that replaced that

ballpark. Stadiums are now disposable, sir. Like Kleenex.
Extraordinary. All so a handful of men can spit tobacco

juice on their shoes.
Oh, there’s no place for chewing tobacco in baseball, sir.
Nonsense, Witherspoon. They’re inseparable, like Johnny

Depp and Winona Ryder. When did you say all this happened?
While you were sleeping, sir. You nodded off on a Sunday

evening between 60 Minutes and America’s Funniest Home Videos.
I knew those shows wouldn’t last.
Both are still on the air, sir.
Does that mean Bill Cosby is still on TV?
In a manner of speaking, sir, though he’s no longer doing light

comedy. Light comedy is now the milieu of Mike Tyson.
I don’t believe you, Witherspoon. Next you’ll tell me the

Cubs are the best team in baseball! Or that Michael Jordan
has become an international icon of pathos.

How did you guess, sir?
Now see here. Michael Jordan is

the best player on the best team in
basketball, and I will not allow you. . . .

Oklahoma City now has a better team
than Chicago does. There’s also an NBA
team called the Pelicans, I’m afraid.

Enough of these lies, Witherspoon!
Jordan’s Bulls have just defeated
Magic Johnson’s Lakers in the finals.
If anyone is an international icon of
pathos, it’s poor Magic.

Magic has never been healthier, sir. Or
richer. He’s owned quite a few Starbucks.

Star-whats? If you expect me to
swallow any of this poppycock, prove
it. Bring me a newspaper. The one on
my nightstand is a quarter century
out of date. Has a story about Tim
Berners-Lee announcing something
called “the World Wide Web Project.”
Good luck with that.

Sir, “the World Wide Web Project” is
your newspaper, and it’s delivered to your
pocket via smartphone or to your tablet.
Touch the screen like this, and—voilà!—you
get up-to-the-minute headlines. . . .

Ha! This “up-to-the-minute” headline
is 25 years old. It says that Clinton is
running for president, and. . . .

Different Clinton, sir. Not the one who
beat the first President Bush.

The first President Bush?
Yes, sir. His son also became president—

the one who owned the Texas Rangers.
And our other presidential nominee

this year is. . .?
Erm, perhaps you should lie down again,

sir. It’s all a bit much to take in.
Yes, Witherspoon, quite. Thought

for a moment you were lying to me.
But you’re a good man, a loyal butler.
And I never judge a man until I’ve
walked a mile in his Reebok Pumps.

Nobody knows what those are, sir.
I feel like old Rob van Winkle.
Rip Van Winkle, sir. Rob Van Winkle is

the real name of Vanilla Ice.
Still king of the rap game, is he?
Not exactly, sir. ±

Wake-up
Call B Y S T E V E RUSHIN
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San Jose
and

Oklahoma
City are

good? Twins
and Braves

are bad?
There’s
a team

called the
Pelicans?
You fell

asleep in
1991

and just
came to.
At least
Clinton
is still

running for
president.

What else
has changed

in the last
25 years?

Join the
discussion
on Twitter
by using

#SIPointAfter
and following

@Steve_Rushin
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Some discounts, coverages, payment plans and features are not available in all states or all GEICO companies. Motorcycle and ATV coverages are underwritten by GEICO Indemnity Company. 
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Great coverage, by land or sea.
At GEICO, great rates and outstanding coverage doesn’t stop with your car. 

Whether you drive a motorcycle, boat or RV, GEICO could help you  
 save money on more than just car insurance. 

Contact us for a free quote and see just how much you could save.




